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The annual data traffic of mobile cellular networks is growing explosively, which has led to backhaul link congestion and latency during data reception from cellular networks. For the fifth generation (5G) of cellular systems, faster transmission speeds, lower latency, and higher spectral efficiency than the previous generations are required. Edge caching promises to fulfill these requirements by alleviating the unprecedented data congestion and traffic escalation issues of cellular networks. Edge caching is a technique to proactively store the potentially preferable files at the edge of the network (e.g., base stations or user equipment). To achieve an appropriate cache strategy, the two phases of cache placement and cache delivery need to be addressed and optimized. Moreover, a cache policy can be designed based on a static or dynamic framework. For the former, only one shot of network operation is considered, while for the latter, the dynamics of network operation are taken into account.

This thesis aims to design optimal static and dynamic caching policies based on the considered model of network operation. For the static caching, this thesis considers the multipoint multicast transmission scheme with a probabilistic cache placement. Building on stochastic geometry, the outage probability is analyzed as network performance to design a static cache strategy. As such, a constrained optimization problem is formulated considering resource and cache allocation parameters, and two algorithms are devised to numerically solve it. Simulation results show that the usage of multipoint multicast is a promising and competitive approach compared to the single-point scheme from the literature. This thesis also proposes a hybrid scheme combining the multi-antenna single-point unicast and multipoint multicast components to simultaneously leverage the advantages of these schemes for a static cache strategy. To find the hybrid cache solution, a time-varying optimization problem is formulated considering cache and resource allocation parameters as well as content assignment between those two different components. Simulation results indicate the superiority of the proposed hybrid scheme from the spectral efficiency perspective. For the dynamic caching, the dynamics of the user requests in a cellular network are formulated based on a Markov decision process. As such, a reinforcement learning algorithm is exploited to devise a dynamic cache strategy. Simulation results show significant improvements brought by proposed dynamic caching from the quality-of-service and power consumption point-of-view.
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Symbols and Notations

\( \mathbf{0} \) is a vector with all elements equal to zero.

\( \mathbf{1} \) is a vector with all elements equal to one.

\[ \delta_{nm} = \begin{cases} 1 & n = m \\ 0 & n \neq m \end{cases} \] is the Kronecker delta function.

\[ \log(a) = \log_e(a) \] is the natural logarithm of the number \( a \) with \( e \) being the Napier’s constant.

\[ \dot{g}(t) = \frac{dg(t)}{dt} \] is the derivative of function \( g(t) \) with respect to \( t \).

\[ D_z h(z) = \frac{dh(z)}{dz} \] is the derivative of function \( h(z) \) with respect to \( z \).

\[ D^2_z h(z) = \frac{d^2h(z)}{dz^2} \] is the second derivative of function \( h(z) \) with respect to \( z \).

\[ D_{z,w} h(z,w) = \frac{d^2h(z)}{dz dw} \] is the derivative of function \( h(z,w) \) with respect to \( z \) and \( w \).

\[ \nabla f(\mathbf{x}) = \left( \frac{df(\mathbf{x})}{dx_1}, \ldots, \frac{df(\mathbf{x})}{dx_n} \right)^\top \] is the gradient vector of multivariate function \( f(\cdot) \) with respect to vector \( \mathbf{x} = [x_1, \ldots, x_n]^\top \).

\[ \nabla^2 f(\mathbf{x}) = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{d^2f(\mathbf{x})}{dx_1^2} & \ldots & \frac{d^2f(\mathbf{x})}{dx_1 dx_n} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \frac{d^2f(\mathbf{x})}{dx_n dx_1} & \ldots & \frac{d^2f(\mathbf{x})}{dx_n^2} \end{pmatrix} \] is the Hessian matrix of multivariate function \( f(\cdot) \) with respect to vector \( \mathbf{x} = [x_1, \ldots, x_n]^\top \).

\[ \|\mathbf{x}\|_2 = \mathbf{x}^\top \mathbf{x} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^2 \] is the Euclidean norm of vector \( \mathbf{x} \).

\[ \text{erfc}(x) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_{x}^{\infty} \exp(-t^2) dt \] is the complementary error function.

\[ B(n,m) = \int_0^1 t^{n-1}(1-t)^{m-1} dt \] is the Beta function.

\[ (a)_n = \begin{cases} 1 & n = 0 \\ a(a+1)\cdots(a+n-1) & n > 0 \end{cases} \] is Pochhammer symbol.
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\[ _2F_1(a, b, c, z) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(a)_n(b)_n}{(c)_n} \frac{z^n}{n!} \] is the Gaussian hypergeometric function.

\[ P_Y(\cdot) = \Pr(Y \leq y) \] is the probability density function (PDF) of the continuous random variable \( Y \). For simplicity, we might show it by \( P(y) \).

\[ \mathbb{E}_Y \{ f(y) \} = \int_\mathcal{Y} f(y)P_Y(y)dy \] is the expectation of function \( f(y) \) with \( y \) being drawn from \( P_Y(\cdot) \), where \( \mathcal{Y} \) is the support set of \( P_Y(\cdot) \). For the simplicity, we might show it by \( \mathbb{E}\{ f(y) \} \).

\[ H(P_X(\cdot)) = \int_{\mathcal{X}} P_X(x) \log P_X(x)dx \] is the differential entropy of PDF \( P_X(\cdot) \), where \( \mathcal{X} \) is the support set of \( P_X(\cdot) \).

\( \odot \) is the Hadamard product which for vectors \( \mathbf{a} = [a_1, \ldots, a_n]^\top \) and \( \mathbf{b} = [b_1, \ldots, b_n]^\top \), we have: \( \mathbf{a} \odot \mathbf{b} = [a_1b_1, \ldots, a_nb_n]^\top \).

\( \text{Dirichlet}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{a}) \) is the Dirichlet distribution evaluated at vector \( \mathbf{x} = [x_1, \ldots, x_n]^\top \), which is a multivariate PDF. This PDF is characterized by the concentrate vector \( \mathbf{a} = [a_1, \ldots, a_n]^\top \) with \( a_i \geq 0 \). The support set of this PDF is found by: \( \{ \mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}_+^n \mid 0 \leq x_i \leq 1, \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i = 1 \} \). For the simplicity, we might show it by \( \text{Dirichlet}(\mathbf{a}) \).
1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The annual data traffic of mobile cellular networks grows explosively between 25% and 60% [54,77], posing a challenge for current and upcoming networks [10]. This problem leads to congestion and latency during data reception from cellular networks. Additionally, the energy consumption of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) is between 2% and 10% of the whole energy consumption [26, 48], which has a significant effect on global warming through Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions [55]. Approximately one third of this energy consumption is related to the mobile wireless networks [26]. In the domain of the fifth generation (5G) of cellular systems, faster transmission speeds, lower latency, and higher spectral efficiency than the previous generations are required. For this generation, the target peak data rates and spectral efficiency are set to 10 Gb/s and 30 bps/Hz, respectively for the downlink, and 20 Gb/s and 15 bps/Hz for the uplink. [2]. To meet these requirements and to cope with the aforementioned problems, wireless caching or edge caching (referred to simply as caching) has been proposed as a promising technology [10, 41]. As such, caching holds great potential to alleviate backhaul link congestions, improve the energy efficiency, and reduce traffic latency.

Stochastic geometry is leveraged as an analytical tool to model and analyze the performance metrics of cellular networks [7–9, 33]. It provides a spatial distribution to model the location of users and deployment of cache-equipped edges. This probabilistic methodology makes the network performance metrics tractable for analyzing and policy optimization, and as such facilitates the process of optimizing the network parameters.

To properly address the problem of caching in cellular networks, cache placement and cache delivery need to be considered [10, 41]. Cache placement is designed based on either probabilistic or deterministic methods. A comparison between these two placement approaches is as follows.
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• Probabilistic cache placement can be formulated based on a file-specific distribution function [14, 30, 59, 60], which determines the probability that a file should be placed at the cache-equipped nodes. This Probabilistic approach enables the usage of stochastic geometry to design a cache policy. More specifically, the deployment of cache-equipped nodes and users can be modelled by independent Poisson point processes (PPPs). Stochastic geometry not only simplifies cache policy optimization due to the resulting tractable performance metrics, but it also empowers us to analyze the policy in the network level rather than in a user-specific manner. As a result, a consistent probabilistic model is achieved which allows us to analyze the cache policy in the network level and with network-wide parameters. This approach is scalable and can be applied to large networks. In contrast, for the deterministic method, one has to deal with user-specific discrete variables [53, 63], which makes it hard to optimize the cache policy for large networks. Furthermore, analyzing the cache policy using stochastic geometry becomes extremely intricate in this case.

• In contrast to the deterministic approach, the probabilistic one can lead to a decentralized cache placement strategy. More specifically, the solution of probabilistic approach provides a common distribution function by which each cache-equipped node can store files independent of other nodes. Hence, caching nodes independently and randomly store contents based on an optimized distribution function.

Considering these advantages of a probabilistic approach over a deterministic one, we concentrate on the former in this thesis.

Regarding the cache delivery phase, it is important to differentiate between different transmission schemes. Considering whether one or many users are served with a transmission, and further, whether one or multiple Base Stations (BSs) participates in a transmission, we get four essential methods: Single-Point Unicast (SPUC) [21, 71, 73, 78], Single-Point Multicast (SPMC) [20, 53, 75], Multipoint Unicast (MPUC) [63], and Multipoint Multicast (MPMC). They are briefly explained as follows.

• SPUC is an on-demand delivery approach implemented in cellular networks as the conventional content transmission scheme. It connects each requesting user to a BS in order to be individually served. Transmission from one BS to multiple users does not happen in the same time-frequency resource, but it is performed using a multiple access technique. Considering that SPUC satisfies users by an on-demand individual transmission scheme, it constitutes an example of user-centric networking. However, SPUC can lead to frequent information passage from content providers to the network edge, especially when the network has users with the same request. Not to mention that transmission
Introduction

between a serving BS and a requesting user suffers from co-channel interference due to transmission of other BSs.

• In SPMC, each BS multicasts content toward multiple users in the same time-frequency resource. However, each user is only served by one BS. In contrast to SPUC, each BS may respond to multiple requests at once. Hence, SPMC can be considered as connection-centric networking. As SPUC, this scheme also suffers from co-channel interference.

• In MPUC, each user can be served by multiple BSs in the same time-frequency resource. However, simultaneous transmissions to multiple users in the same time-frequency resource do not happen. Transmission from one BS to multiple users is performed using a multiple access technique.

• In MPMC, each user can be served by multiple BSs and each BS might participate in multicast transmissions toward multiple users in the same time-frequency resource. In this scheme, users with the same request can be responded, at once, by a network-wide transmission based on a cooperation of multiple BSs. This makes MPMC more spectrally efficient as compared to single-point transmission schemes. This scheme thus constitutes information-centric networking, as it leverages a location-independent content-specific broadcast to satisfy the file requests. In addition, if MPMC applies an orthogonal resource allocation for transmitting different files, co-channel interference can be considerably mitigated.

In this dissertation, we focus on the MPMC cache policy due to the following reasons:

• MPMC has not been extensively studied and analyzed in the context of wireless caching policies.

• MPMC scheme does not suffer heavily from co-channel interference, unlike SPUC and SPMC.

• In a situation of cellular network with users requesting popular contents, the advantage of MPMC against other delivery schemes is considerable, as this scheme can be applied to transmit popular files across to the whole network, in the same time-frequency resource, to satisfy all UEs being interested in those files. As such, it can avoid redundant information flow from content providers to the network edge.

Here, it is noteworthy to mention the usage of multipoint multicast in wireless systems. Multipoint broadcast transmissions are applied in digital terrestrial TV broadcasting systems [58], while MPMC content delivery has been applied in Long-Term Evolution (LTE) systems in the context of enhanced MBMS [47, 68]. In a multi-cell transmission mode, all serving
BSs broadcast the same file into the air in a Single-Frequency-Network (SFN) configuration. As such, the file is concurrently transmitted over the same bandwidth within the whole network. A non-SFN MPMC scheme has been considered together with coded caching at the user end in [12]. In this scheme, the only collaboration between BSs comes from the Minimum Distance Separable (MDS) coding, and the BSs are not equipped with caches. In contrast to [12], we consider that caching also happens at the edge of the network, not merely at the UEs. We also assume that a UE cannot separate signals from different BSs while it decodes its requested signal based on an aggregated signal from all caching BSs.

Motivated by the advantages of probabilistic cache placement approaches and multipoint multicast cache delivery scheme, this thesis studies the cache policy optimization for edge cache-enabled cellular networks from the spectral efficiency and traffic reduction perspectives.

1.2 Scope of the Thesis

The main objective of this thesis is to study wireless caching for cellular networks from the spectral-efficiency perspective. As such, we investigate the cache placement and cache delivery as two phases of wireless caching. We mostly use the overall outage probability, defined as the probability that a typical mobile user cannot successfully receive its requested file, as an efficiency metric for cellular networks. More specifically, we investigate how the files should be proactively cached at the edge of the network, and how the cached files should be transmitted to requesting users, such that the overall outage probability of the cellular network is minimized.

We use stochastic geometry as one of the main analytical tools throughout this dissertation. It provides us a stochastic spatial framework based on that we can analytically obtain tractable performance metrics for proposed cache policy and optimize it.

We consider a scenario where the files are stored at the edge of the network based on a probabilistic cache placement strategy. For this, a network-wide probability distribution is considered for the cache-equipped BSs to store the files. For the cache delivery, we apply a multicast transmission scheme with a network-wide file-specific resource allocation strategy. In the multicast scheme, the files are simultaneously broadcasted towards the users in disjoint resources. As such, we jointly optimize the aforementioned probabilistic cache placement and resource allocation of the multicast delivery scheme to design an optimum cache policy.

We further consider a hybrid delivery scheme combining the multicast and unicast transmission schemes and classify the files into two sets to decide which set should be served by which transmission scheme. We then jointly optimize the hybrid scheme and the classification to design an
optimum cache strategy from the spectral efficiency perspective. We also go beyond the static cache delivery, by considering the dynamics of the network operation over time. As such, we use Markov Decision Process (MDP) to model the network dynamics and use a Reinforcement Learning (RL) algorithm to design an optimum dynamic cache policy.

1.3 Contributions and Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is devoted to studying wireless caching for cellular networks from the spectral efficiency perspective. System models, methodology, mathematical analysis, and numerical simulations and results are provided for wireless caching. The cache policy optimization is based on considering spectral efficiency, Quality-of-Service (QoS), and backhaul load of cellular networks. The results of this dissertation can be applied to design more spectral-efficient wireless networks.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce some mathematical background needed for the main part of the work. This background encompasses both the formulation approach and the solution approach. The former includes stochastic geometry, parametric optimization, policy distribution optimization and Markov decision process, and the latter includes prediction-correction method, reinforcement learning and A2C algorithm.

In Chapter 3, the system models and methodology for the applied cache policy design are explained. More specifically, the cache placement and delivery policies, network architectures and operations, interference and path-loss models, in the line with our study, are discussed.

In Chapters 4 and 5, we take into account a probabilistic cache placement and multipoint multicast cache delivery. An optimal cache policy is analyzed by modeling the network using stochastic geometry. As analytic results of these chapters, we derive expressions for the outage probability as a network performance metric. We thus optimize the cache policy considering the file-specific resource allocation of cache delivery and the content assignation of cache placement. In Chapter 4, the cache policy is analyzed for an OFDM-based transmission with an infinite CP length and as such co-channel interference can be ignored. However, in Chapter 5, co-channel interference arising from finite CP length is considered, based on which a cache policy is analyzed. Therefore, the cache policy presented in 5 stands for a more realistic propagation environment.

In Chapter 6, we take into account a hybrid cache delivery, compounding the multipoint multicast and single-point unicast transmission schemes. Inspired by the results of Chapters 4 and 5, which indicate that an optimal multipoint multicast policy only caches the most popular files, we classify the contents into two sets, and optimally decide which files should be
served by which transmission scheme. We then design a hybrid cache policy from the spectral-efficiency perspective, by optimizing the network-wide resource allocations, cache placement, and content classification.

In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, one-shot optimization is considered to design a cache policy, which can be considered to represent a static cache strategy. In Chapter 7, time-varying dynamics of the file popularity is considered and network operation is modeled based on an MDP. Considering that the popularity dynamics is unknown for the network, we use an RL algorithm to design a dynamic cache policy. Notice that in contrast to the model-based optimization techniques for which the system dynamics is a priori known, the RL algorithm can obtain the optimum solution without knowledge of the system dynamics. In fact, it implicitly estimates this dynamics merely by continually interacting with the environment.

Finally, we conclude this dissertation in Chapter 8 and give some directions for future work.

1.4 Summary of the Publications

This thesis has been based on six original publications, P-I, P-II, P-III, P-IV, P-V, and P-VI. The cache placement and delivery policy has been designed in these publications, considering the spectral efficiency perspective of cellular networks. In Publication P-IV, we optimize a dynamic cache policy, in contrast to the Publications P-I, P-II, P-III, P-V, and P-VI, where a static cache strategy is designed.

In Publication P-I, we consider probabilistic cache placement with orthogonal multipoint multicast (OMPMC) cache delivery for cellular systems applying a SFN configuration. In this publication, we ignore the effect of co-channel interference caused by multipoint transmissions. We formulate the problem of finding the optimal cache policy as a constrained optimization problem jointly optimizing the resource allocation of multicast transmission and cache probability assignation of cache placement. We use a convex relaxation to obtain a low-complexity sub-optimal solution. This solution leads to a cache policy for the multipoint multicast scheme.

In Publication P-II, we extend the system model of Publication P-I to a more realistic case where co-channel interference is taken into account. Finding an optimal interference-aware cache policy is formulated based on a constrained optimization problem jointly optimizing the resource allocation and cache probability assignation. Since the objective of the formulated optimization problem lacks a closed-form expression, the methodology applied in Publication P-I can no longer be used. We thus use a sequential-based prediction-correction method to find the solution. This solution leads to an interference-aware cache policy for the multipoint multicast scheme.
Publication P-III considers a hybrid delivery scheme, comprising OMPMC service together with the conventional single-point unicast service, to design a cache policy. In order for these services to cooperate, the files are classified into two sets, where each set is supposed to be served by one transmission service. The cache policy design is thus formulated as a mixed-integer constrained optimization problem, jointly optimizing the resource allocation and cache probability assignation as well as the file classifier index. A sequential prediction-correction approach is used to find the solution to this problem, which provides an optimal cache policy for the hybrid transmission scheme.

In Publication P-IV, we design a dynamic cache policy by considering the timing model of network operation. The problem is formulated based on a MDP. We then use an RL algorithm, to design a dynamic cache policy for cellular networks configured based on the OMPMC transmission scheme.

Publication P-V extends the results and work of Publication P-I, by analyzing the outage probability in a more generic form, devising two algorithms to find the OMPMC cache policy, and giving more simulation results to confirm the superiority of the OMPMC scheme against other cache delivery approaches.

In Publication P-VI, we enrich the system model of Publication P-II to analyze the impact of multipath channel on the optimal multicast cache policy. The performance expressions are generalized based on the modified system model. Regarding the methodology for the optimal cache policy, a parametric programming is formulated based on some parametric functions. We then analyze the effect of the parametric function on the optimal cache policy and jointly find the numerical solution and optimal parametric functions with the aid of the calculus of variations.

1.5 Interconnection among Chapters, Publications, Models and Method

Table 1.1 illustrates the correspondence between chapters/publications and the model assumptions employed in this dissertation. In all chapters/publications, a probabilistic cache placement strategy is utilized for cache-equipped BSs. In addition to BS-caching, P-IV employs a caching model for requesting UEs, implemented by the probabilistic approach. This specific scenario is considered in Chapter 7. The content-centric OMPMC scheme is leveraged across all contributions. In P-III, a hybrid network that combines OMPMC and UE-centric SPUC schemes is utilized, and this hybrid scheme is discussed in Chapter 6. Throughout the contributions, the network operation is considered stationary, leading to a static cache policy. The exception to this is P-IV, where the dynamics of network operation are modeled using a Markov Decision Process (MDP), with a specific
focus on achieving a dynamic cache solution.

The transmission scheme predominantly employed in this thesis is OFDM. For P-I, P-III, P-IV, and P-V, an OFDM system with a long cyclic prefix (CP) is used, such that Inter-Block and Inter-Carrier Interference are not a problem. However, for P-II and P-VI, a practical OFDM system with a conventional CP length is employed. With a practical CP length, IBI and ICI cause co-channel interference at the receivers. In P-II, this interference is caused by multi-point transmission of OMPMC, whereas in P-VI, it arises from both multi-point transmission of OMPMC and a multi-path channel.

For all chapters/publications, a standard distance-dependent path-loss model is employed. In P-I, P-II, P-III, and P-IV, the analysis is conducted specifically for a path-loss exponent of four. However, for P-V and P-VI, as well as P-III and P-IV, the analysis encompasses all path-loss exponents greater than two.

Figure 1.1 depicts the relationship between chapters/publications and the problem formulations and solution approaches in this thesis. In Chapter 4, the cache policy problem is formulated as a constrained optimization problem. Subsequently, the cache strategies in P-I and P-V are designed through analysis of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions, convex relaxation, and relaxation gap analysis. In Chapters 5 and 6, the cache strategy problem is formulated as a parametric optimization problem. The cache policies in P-II, P-III, and P-VI are then devised using KKT-conditions analysis and prediction-correction methods. In Chapter 7, the dynamic cache policy is formulated using the concept of Markov Decision Process and policy distribution optimization. The cache policy in P-IV is optimized using a reinforcement learning algorithm, specifically the Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C) algorithm.

It is worth noting that stochastic geometry is widely employed in almost all contributions for the deployment model. Additionally, Campbell’s theorem is utilized to accomplish the objectives of the corresponding optimization problems.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication / Chapter</th>
<th>Cache Placement</th>
<th>Cache Delivery</th>
<th>Network Architecture</th>
<th>Network Operation</th>
<th>Transmission Scheme</th>
<th>Interference Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-I / CH4</td>
<td>Probabilistic approach</td>
<td>OMPMC</td>
<td>Content-centric</td>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td>OFDM with long CP length</td>
<td>Ignored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-II / CH5</td>
<td>Probabilistic approach</td>
<td>OMPMC</td>
<td>Content-centric</td>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td>OFDM with practical CP length</td>
<td>Co-channel interference caused by multipoint transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-III / CH6</td>
<td>Probabilistic approach</td>
<td>Hybrid: OMPMC and beamforming SDTC, with disjoint resources</td>
<td>Content-centric and user-centric</td>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td>OFDM with long CP length</td>
<td>Ignored for OMPMC, inter-cell interference for SDTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-IV / CH7</td>
<td>Probabilistic approach for BSs and UEs</td>
<td>OMPMC</td>
<td>Content-centric</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>OFDM with long CP length</td>
<td>Ignored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-V / CH4</td>
<td>Probabilistic approach</td>
<td>OMPMC</td>
<td>Content-centric</td>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td>OFDM with long CP length</td>
<td>Ignored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-VI / CH5</td>
<td>Probabilistic approach</td>
<td>OMPMC</td>
<td>Content-centric</td>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td>OFDM with practical CP length</td>
<td>Co-channel interference caused by multipath channel and multipoint transmission</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Model assumptions used in the chapters and publications.
Figure 1.1. Interconnection between chapters/publications and problem formulations/solution approaches
2. Background on the Analytical Tools

In this chapter, we explain the background and main approaches leveraged for the analysis of this thesis. In this regard, we first explain the notion of stochastic geometry in Section 2.1 and address some of corresponding properties and theorems leveraged throughout this dissertation. We then discuss parametric optimization problems in Section 2.2 and explain the predictor-corrector method as a solution approach for that. At the end, we introduce the concept of MDP in Section 2.3 and describe the A2C algorithm as an approach for MDP problems.

2.1 Stochastic Geometry

Stochastic geometry studies the statistical specifications and behavior of random collections of points. A process creating random collections of points is called a point process, and the components of such a process are called points of the process. Each point is conventionally associated with a location-denoting vector \( r \in \mathbb{R}^m \) placed in a \( m \)-dimensional space. In this thesis, we are interested in the spatial Poisson Point Process (PPP) defined in Euclidean space. As its name suggests, this process is modeled based on the Poisson distribution. A homogeneous PPP \( \Phi \) is characterized by two basic properties as follows [23]:

- Considering a bounded region of space \( A \), and the number of points lying in this region \( N(A) \), then \( N(A) \) is a random variable possessing the Poisson distribution for which:

\[
\Pr\left( N(A) = n \right) = e^{-\lambda|A|} \frac{(\lambda|A|)^n}{n!},
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the intensity of process \( \Phi \) indicating the mean number of points per unit space, and \( |A| \) is the area of the region \( A \).

- The number of points of \( \Phi \) in \( k \) disjoint regions \( \{A_i\}_{i=1}^k \) are characterized by \( k \) independent random variables \( \{N(A_i)\}_{i=1}^k \). As such, one can
evaluate the following joint probability mass function:

$$\Pr(N(A_1) = n_1, \ldots, N(A_k) = n_k) = \prod_{i=1}^{k} e^{-\lambda |A_i|} \frac{(\lambda |A_i|)^{n_i}}{n_i!}. $$

We further mention a useful theorem for PPPs, namely **Campbell’s Theorem** [36], which is exploited throughout this thesis to analyze network performance metrics. This theorem states that for a PPP $\Phi$, a function $f(\cdot) : \mathbb{R}^m \to \mathbb{R}$, and a random variable $\Sigma = \sum_{r_i \in \Phi} f(r_i)$, we have:

$$\mathbb{E}\{\Sigma\} = \lambda \int_{\mathbb{R}^m} f(x) d\mathbf{x}. $$

Based on this theorem for the random variable $\Pi = \prod_{r_i \in \Phi} f(r_i)$, it can be derived that:

$$\mathbb{E}\{\Pi\} = \exp\left(\lambda \int_{\mathbb{R}^m} (f(x) - 1) d\mathbf{x}\right). $$

We also use the **thinning property** of PPP throughout this thesis. Accordingly, if we mark the points of a $\lambda$-characterized PPP $\Phi$ with probability $p$, then the marked points constitute another PPP with intensity $p \lambda$, and the un-marked points another PPP with intensity $(1 - p) \lambda$.

We also apply the **Slivnyak-Mecke Theorem** [8] in our stochastic geometry-based performance analysis. According to this theorem, for homogeneous PPPs, we can consider a point located at the origin of space, compute the performance for that point and then generalize the obtained result into the other points of the process.

Stochastic geometry is considered a versatile tool for modeling and analyzing wireless cellular networks, both for homogeneous and HetNets [6–9,25,33,35]. In the context of caching at the wireless edge, Poisson Point Processes (PPPs) have been used to model deployment of BSs and locations of UE in [21,39,70,72,75]. In [39], where BSs apply a beamforming content delivery and the expected ergodic spectral efficiency is optimized, stochastic geometry is used to model BS deployment. In [59], optimum cache policies are found in HetNets modelled based on independent PPPs. In [70], two independent PPPs are exploited to model the deployment of two tiers of a HetNets. Aiming to find an optimal cache placement policy, independent PPPs are exploited in [75] to obtain an expression for the successful transmission probability in a HetNet. In [72], the coverage probability is approximated using PPP for the multi-antenna small-cell networks to design an optimal cache placement policy. In [21], the authors leverage PPP to optimize the minimum of the cache hit rates of different request-related categorized UEs.
2.2 Parametric Optimization

A parametric optimization problem can be considered as a continuously varying problem when the objective function, the constraints, or both change continuously in time \( t \) [38, 61]. In this thesis, we are interested in a specific class of parametric optimization problem of the form:

\[
P_0(t) : \min_{x_n(t)} \sum_{n=1}^{N} a_n(t) f_n(x_n)
\]

s.t. \( \sum_{n=1}^{N} A_n x_n = l \),

where \( f_n(\cdot) : \mathbb{R}^m \to \mathbb{R} \) is a scalar-valued function, \( x_n \in \mathbb{R}^m \) is the optimization variable, \( A_n \) is a \( m \times m \) matrix, and \( l \) is a \( m \)-dimensional vector. We are interested in a sequential approach to find the optimal solution \( x_n^*(t) \) of \( P_0(t) \), as a function of \( t \). As such, we intend to extrapolate from a known optimal solution to other solutions of interest. We follow an approach along the lines of the homotopy continuation method [4]. By evaluating the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of \( P_0(t) \) [15] and following the homotopy continuation method, we get the Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) associated with \( P_0(t) \):

\[
\dot{x}_n(t) = \left( a_n(t) \nabla^2 f_n(x_n) \right)^{-1} \left( A_n^\top d_1 - a_n(t) \nabla f_n(x_n) \right), \quad n = 1, \ldots, N,
\]  

(2.1)

where

\[
d_1 = \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} A_n \left( a_n(t) \nabla^2 f_n(x_n) \right)^{-1} A_n^\top \right)^{-1} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{a_n(t)}{a_n(t)} A_n \nabla^2 f_n(x_n)^{-1} \nabla f_n(x_n).
\]

By solving the ODEs (2.1) for an initial point \( t = t_0 \) and a point of interest \( t = t_e \), the optimal solution of \( P_0(t_e) \) can be found, assuming the existence of \( \nabla f_n(x_n)^{-1} \) and \( \left( \sum_{n=1}^{N} A_n \left( a_n(t) \nabla f_n(x_n) \right)^{-1} \right)^{-1} \) for \( t \in [t_0, t_e] \).

To solve (2.1), it is conventional to exploit the prediction-correction method [5, 27, 51], as a numerical tracking approach. This method includes the predictor and corrector steps, where in the predictor step the solution trajectory is traced based on the evolution of the objective function in time, and in the correction step the predicted solution is adjusted using a Newton-based directional method [61].

For this approach, incremental steps \( \Delta t \) are considered, by which (2.1) is linearized to give the predictor step:

\[
x_n(t + \Delta t) = x_n(t) + \dot{x}_n(t) \Delta t.
\]  

(2.2)

We thus start from the given solution \( x_n(t_0) \), obtain \( \dot{x}_n(t_0) \) from (2.1), increment \( t \) by \( \Delta t \), and use (2.2) to obtain the predicted solution \( x'_n(t_0) := \)}
$x_n(t_0 + \Delta t)$. We continue this incremental process till the endpoint $t_e$ is reached. We denote $x_n(t)\Delta t$ by $\Delta_n(t)$ and the prediction is obtained by $x_n(t + \Delta t) = x_n(t) + \Delta_n(t)$. This sequential process, at the final stage, predicts the optimal solution of interest $x_n(t_e)$ related to the problem $P_0(t_e)$.

However, after a number of prediction iterations, the predicted solution may deviate from the optimal solution due to numerical imprecision and errors due to approximating integration with a non-infinitesimal step. Hence, the predicted solution $x'_n(t)$ needs to be corrected [24, 38] by searching for the corrector step $\Delta'_n(t)$ such that:

$$C_0(t) : \min_{\{\Delta'_n\}_{n=1}^N} \sum_{n=1}^N a_n(t)f_n(x'_n + \Delta'_n)$$

$$s.t. \sum_{n=1}^N A_n \Delta'_n = 0.$$  

Using a second-order expansion, the corrector step of $C_0(t)$ can be obtained as:

$$\Delta'_n(t) = \nabla^2 f_n(x'_n)^{-1} (A_n^\top d_2 - a_n(t) \nabla f_n(x'_n)), \quad n = 1, \ldots, N,$$

where

$$d_2 = \left(\sum_{n=1}^N \nabla^2 f_n(x'_n)^{-1} A_n^\top\right)^{-1} \sum_{n=1}^N a_n(t) \nabla^2 f_n(x'_n)^{-1} \nabla f_n(x'_n).$$

Some remarks, about the prediction-correction method, are worth pointing out. In practice, the corrected solution is obtained as

Corrector Step: $x''_n(t) = x'_n(t) + \mu_c \Delta'_n(t), \quad (2.3)$

where $\mu_c \in (0, 1]$. Furthermore, at each step, the solution is updated, using the corrected solutions, only if $\sum_{n=1}^N a_n(t)f_n(x''_n) < \sum_{n=1}^N a_n(t)f_n(x'_n)$.

### 2.3 Markov Decision Process, Reinforcement Learning, and A2C Algorithm

A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is expressed as a tuple $(S, A, P_T(\cdot), r(\cdot))$, where $S$ is a set of states or the state space, $A$ is a set of actions or the action space, $P_T(\cdot): S \times A \times S \rightarrow [0, 1]$ is the transition probability describing the system environment, and $r(\cdot): S \times A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is the immediate reward function [64]. The system state at time $t$ is denoted by $s_t \in S$ and the system action at time $t$ is showed by $a_t \in A$. The transition probability $P_T(s_{t+1}|s_t, a_t)$ shows the probability that being in state $s_t$ and performing action $a_t$ leads to the next state $s_{t+1}$. Therefore, we have: $s_{t+1} \sim P_T(\cdot|s_t, a_t)$.
The reward function $r(s_t, a_t)$ indicates the immediate reward being obtained by transitioning from state $s_t$ to state $s_{t+1}$ by acting $a_t$. The action and state spaces can contain continuous-valued or discrete-valued variables or can be finite or infinite.

A policy function $\pi(\cdot)$ is defined to be a mapping function from the state space to the action space. The policy can be deterministic such that the action is determined directly from the state as $a_t = \pi(s_t)$, or it can be stochastic such that the action is randomly drawn from the policy distribution as $a_t \sim \pi(\cdot|s_t)$. Based on the definition of the MDP and Markov property, the probability of trajectory $\tau_T : s_1 \rightarrow a_1 \rightarrow s_2 \rightarrow a_2 \rightarrow \ldots \rightarrow s_T$ is determined as:

$$Pr(\tau_T) := Pr(s_t, a_t, s_{t+1}, \ldots, s_T) = Pr(s_1) \prod_{t'=t}^{T} \pi(a_{t'}|s_{t'})P(s_{t'+1}|a_{t'}, s_{t'}) .$$

In MDP problems, a cumulative discounted reward $R(t)$ is defined as the summation over an infinite or a finite horizon ($T$) as:

$$R(t) := E \left\{ \sum_{t'=t}^{T} \gamma^{t'-t} r(s_{t'}, a_{t'}) \right\} ,$$

where $0 < \gamma \leq 1$ is the discount factor. The aim is to find a time-invariant state-dependent policy (deterministic or stochastic), such that the cumulative discounted reward $R(t)$ is maximized:

$$P_1 : \max_{\pi(\cdot)} R(t) \quad \text{s.t.} \quad \begin{align*}
    a_t &\sim \pi(\cdot|s_t), \\
    s_{t+1} &\sim P(\cdot|s_t, a_t).
\end{align*}$$

When the transition probability is known, $P_1$ can be viewed as a dynamic optimization problem. For the transition probability being unknown, the problem can be solved by reinforcement learning algorithms. In the context of reinforcement learning algorithms, the notions of exploration and exploitation should be understood. They are two activities by which the algorithm tries to adapt its parameters to the environment to follow an optimal policy. The exploration is the activity by which the algorithm tunes the parameters in the pursuit of what they should optimally be and the exploitation is the activity during which the algorithm uses the already adjusted parameters.

In this thesis, we are interested in a stochastic RL policy, which can properly balance between exploration and exploitation [64], and we assume that state and action space takes continuous values. As such, we focus on the Advantageous Actor-Critic algorithm (A2C) [32, 37], which applies Neural Networks (NNs) for a continuous-valued environment with a stochastic policy. Note that, the NN is used as a policy approximation to circumvent the "curse of dimensionality" issue [13]. In this case, the
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Figure 2.1. The diagram of A2C algorithm. The red arrows show the update processes of actor and critic networks.

Policy distribution is expressed by a NN, called the actor network, which is parameterized by a vector $\theta$. The policy is denoted by $\pi_\theta(\cdot | s_t)$. Further, a value-function is defined as the accumulative reward conditioned on starting from a given state $s_t$:

$$V(s_t) := \mathbb{E}\left\{ \sum_{t'=t}^T \gamma^{t'-t} R(s_{t'}, a_{t'}) | s_t \right\}.$$  (2.4)

The value function is expressed by another NN, called the critic network, which is parameterized by vector $\phi$, so the value-function is denoted by $V_\phi()$.

An episodic trajectory is produced by the actor network as follows. For the current state $s_t$, the actor network produces an action $a_t$ based on the parameter $\theta$. By interacting with the environment based on the transition probability $P_T(\cdot | s_t, a_t)$, an immediate reward $r(s_t, a_t)$ and the next state are generated. The critic network then gives an estimate of the value-function based on $s_{t+1}$ and the parameter $\phi$. The produced action, the immediate reward and the value-function are stacked in a buffer to be used in the future to update the parameters of actor and critic networks. By repeating this procedure, the information is buffered until time-slot $T$.

The parameters of the actor and critic networks ($\theta$ and $\phi$) are updated as follows

$$\phi \leftarrow \phi + \delta \left[ \sum_t A_\phi(s_t, a_t) \nabla_\phi V_\phi(s_t) \right],$$

$$\theta \leftarrow \theta + \psi \left[ \sum_t A_\phi(s_t, a_t) \nabla_\theta \log (\pi_\theta(a_t | s_t)) + \beta_e \sum_t \nabla_\theta H(\pi_\theta(a_t | s_t)) \right],$$  (2.5)

Entropy term
where the advantage value is given by \( A_\phi(s_t, a_t) = r(s_{t+1}, a_{t+1}) + V_\phi(s_{t+1}) - V_\phi(s_t) \). The term with the entropy function \( H(\cdot) \) is considered in order to trade off exploration against exploitation by discouraging premature convergence to sub-optimal deterministic policies [69]. The parameters \( \psi \) and \( \delta \) are the learning rates corresponding to the update process of actor and critic networks, respectively, and \( \beta_\pi \) is the entropy regularization term. Figure 2.1 illustrates the A2C algorithm. As Figure 2.1 and (2.5) imply, the parameters of both the actor and critic network are updated using the advantage value generated by the critic network.
3. Cache Models and Methods

In this chapter, the notion of cache policy in cellular networks is first described. Then, the system model utilized throughout this thesis is explained in Section 3.2. We then discuss the cache placement and cache delivery applied for the analysis in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. In Section 3.5, we finally explain the signal propagation model leveraged in this dissertation.

3.1 Cache Policy in Cellular Networks

The data traffic in cellular networks has been explosively increasing [1, 10] causing data congestion and latency when downloading content. Edge caching can be applied to reduce backhaul link congestion and to reduce latency in cellular networks [10, 50]. A cache policy constitutes two successive phases, cache placement and cache delivery. During the cache placement, the popular files are cached at the edge of the network and during the cache delivery the cached files are transmitted towards requesting users. To properly design a cache policy, both of these phases should be considered.

To model the content placement at the caches of BSs, a deterministic [20, 53, 63, 80] or probabilistic [14, 30, 59, 70, 71] approach can be applied. In the probabilistic approach, the contents are cached at the edges of cellular systems based on a common network-wide probability distribution, while in the deterministic method, files are cached based on edge-specific deterministic variables. Deterministic content placement is exploited in [53, 63, 80] to design an optimal cache policy. As such, they formulated the cache policy problem in the edge level with user/BS-related deterministic variables. The notion of probabilistic cache placement has been proposed in [14, 30]. For this, cache-equipped BSs independently and randomly store content at their caches according to a continuous probability distribution. This probability distribution is thus optimized in the network level. Then, cache placement can be implemented over BSs using a decentralised approach. The idea of probabilistic cache placement has
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Figure 3.1. Example of a user-centric SPUC networking

been extended to 2-tier cellular networks in [59, 60, 70]. For cache-enabled (Heterogeneous Networks) HetNets with different types of BSs, being differentiated by cache capacity and deployment intensity, the notion of tier-level probabilistic cache placement was discussed in [40, 71]. This placement approach enabled designing a cache policy with network-wide continuous variables using stochastic geometry.

As anticipated in Section 1.1, we focus on probabilistic cache placement in this dissertation, as it can be implemented using a decentralized approach, the cache policy design can be formulated based on continuous optimization variables and the analysis is scalable to large cellular networks due to possibility of using stochastic geometry.

In the cache delivery phase, it is important to distinguish between unicast and multicast approaches, as well as between approaches where a single point (the closest caching BS) delivers a file, and multipoint approaches, where a user downloading a file simultaneously receives transmissions from multiple BSs.

Single-point unicast (SPUC) is an on-demand content delivery scheme for which the cellular network connect each requesting UE to a serving BS to be individually served. Figure 3.1 shows the structure of an SPUC network, for which each requesting UE is served by a BS and there is a single transmission from a BS in a given time-frequency resource. When designing cache policies for SPUC cellular networks, various system assumptions, performance metrics, analytical methods and optimization
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approaches have been considered [18, 21, 28, 40, 59, 67, 70, 71, 73, 78].

In [18], a cache-enabled SPUC network is employed where the requesting UEs are responded by the nearest BS. To mitigate the interference level in the network, they use a dynamic network architecture for the considered SPUC such that each BS is active only when a UE demands a content from it. This is in contrast to the conventional SPUC network where the BSs are assumed to be always active. They model the deployment of users and BSs by PPPs, and analyze the system performance in the network level using stochastic geometry. For this, they consider the successful download probability as a metric based on which a cache policy design is formulated.

In [40], a cache-enabled SPUC heterogeneous network with N-tier of BSs is investigated. They applied a multi-tier network to investigate whether it can improve the cache policy compared to a single-tier network. The BSs of different tiers have distinct transmit power, deployment intensity, and cache capacity. In the considered multi-tier SPUC, each UE is associated with the tier that has BS with maximum received power. A tier-specific probabilistic cache placement is applied, where tier \( k \) caches file \( m \) with probability \( p_{km} \). The deployment of users and BSs are modelled by PPPs. Consequently, they were able to analyze a network metric in the network level using stochastic geometry. For this, the probability of successful delivery is considered as a metric when optimizing the cache policy. They realized that probability of successful delivery of HetNets depends on the cache capacity as well as BS intensities, in contrast to the single-tier networks where it only depends on the cache capacity.

In [70], 2-tier SPUC networking is employed, where macro BSs are connected to the core network and cache-enabled helper nodes are considered. They consider a hybrid cache placement strategy where helper-nodes cache based on a probabilistic strategy while the macro BSs do not cache but fetch the un-cached files on-demand. They model the HetNets using stochastic geometry, and analyze the successful offloading probability, on the network level. This metric is defined as the probability that a requesting user can be responded by a helper node with the data rate greater than a threshold. Usage of stochastic geometry has enabled them to derive a closed-form expression for the global optimal cache policy.

In [67], a cache-enabled multi-tier SPUC network is considered. A tier-specific probabilistic approach is applied for cache placement; file \( m \) is cached at tier \( k \) with probability \( p_{km} \). They evaluate the optimal cache policy for single-tier and multi-tier networks with respect to the file popularity as well as some tier-specific parameters. The latter parameters include uniform received SIR thresholds, BS transmit powers, BS intensities and cache capacities. They use the cache hit probability as a system metric and exploit stochastic geometry. Using stochastic geometry allowed them to approximate a closed-form expression for the optimal cache placement in the single-tier and multi-tier networks and analyze the impact of received
SIR thresholds and tier-level cache capacities on the optimal cache hit probability.

One of the main disadvantages of SPUC is the severity of interference during downloading a file by a user from its associated BS. It is due to the user-centric base-station association approach that SPUC exploits. In [71], they apply a novel interference management approach for multi-tier SPUC content delivery. More specifically, a two mode tier-level bandwidth allocation is considered with (i) an underlay mode, where each BS randomly selects a subband of the total bandwidth, (ii) an overlay mode where the total bandwidth is divided among tiers of the network, and each BS randomly selects a subband of the bandwidth dedicated to its tier. The probability of successful offloading is optimized with respect to cache placement, bandwidth allocation and a tier-specific frequency reuse factor. Applying network level performance analysis using stochastic geometry, they showed that the overlay mode achieves higher successful offloading probability than the underlay mode.

To mitigate co-channel interference, a multi-antenna beamforming SPUC network is applied in [73], where each user chooses its serving BS or BSs from its $K$ nearest BSs. Considering a probabilistic cache placement, using stochastic geometry and assuming that network is in a high SNR region, enabled them to obtain expressions for the successful transmission probability. The cache placement is then optimized by maximizing a bound of this metric.

Figure 3.2 illustrates a single-point multicast (SPMC) network for which each BS might multicast contents toward multiple UEs, but each UE is served only by one BS. Different structures of SPMC networks and cache policy formulations have been considered in [20, 22, 44, 53, 65, 66, 75]. In these papers, each caching BS multicasts or broadcasts different files towards requesting UEs using a multiple access technique.

A multi-antenna SPMC with deterministic cache placement is considered in [65] to design a cache policy for cache-enabled cloud Radio Access Network (RAN). To cope with the interference problem of SPMC networks by an efficient approach, they apply a sparse multicast beamforming over the BSs. It is noteworthy that they reduce the redundant information flow of SPMC networks, by developing a content-centric network using dynamic file-specific BS clustering. They then formulate a network performance metric based on a weighted sum of the total transmission power and backhaul costs. With deterministic content placement, they have to analyze this metric using edge-specific variables. This metric is thus minimized with respect to cluster-based assignment and beamforming parameters of the BSs.

The idea of tier-specific cache placement is applied for a SPMC HetNet in [22, 66, 75]. To benefit from a diverse content placement, a hybrid cache placement is also included in [22] where an identical placement is
considered for a macro-tier and a probabilistic one is assumed for a small-cell tier. To mitigate co-channel interference, as a dominating problem of SPMC networks, an interference management approach using resource allocation is used in these papers. More specifically, each BS multicasts $k$ files in the pre-assigned resources each spanning $1/k$ of total bandwidth. The successful transmission probability is then analyzed as a system performance metric. Thanks to stochastic geometry, they managed to find expressions for this metric and find the optimal tier-specific cache placement.

The SPMC approaches discussed above apply a reactive delivery scheme where a file is transmitted only if it is requested by a typical UE. In [44], a proactive SPMC is compared with reactive one for a cache-enabled two-tier network, with one BS and some cache-enabled nodes. For proactive delivery, the files are placed at the caching nodes by BS regardless of receiving file requests. Reactive SPMC can remarkably decrease the resource consumption at the BSs while the proactive method improves the performance at the cost of an increase in the resource consumption.

To alleviate the frequent information passage of conventional SPMC networks, a content-centric single-point multicasting is developed in [53]. As such, a cluster of BSs coordinates to multicast files towards UEs that are grouped based on their content request. In addition, a multicast sparse beamforming is utilized to efficiently mitigate the problem of co-channel interference of SPMC networks. Network power consumption is then
minimized with respect to a deterministic cache placement and multicast beamforming parameters.

Designing a hybrid transmission scheme to benefit from both unicast and multicast content delivery is studied in [79] for a cellular network with multi-antenna BSs. The authors exploit joint SPUC and SPMC beamforming where beamforming vectors are optimized to maximize the minimum reliable reception rate of the UEs under a BS power constraint. As a deterministic cache placement is leveraged, a hybrid delivery policy is designed based on edge-specific variables.

Figure 3.3 shows a multi-point unicast (MPUC) network for which each UE can be served by multiple BSs but no multiple transmissions happen from a BS in the same time-frequency resource. Deterministic MPUC schemes are considered in [63, 80] for on-demand cache delivery. To manage the interference of MPUC networks, a user-specific resource allocation is utilized in [63], where the network-wide resources are orthogonalized between UEs. In such user-centric MPUC networking, each UE receives its requested file based on signals aggregated in the air from multiple caching BSs. A cache policy is thus designed based on edge-specific variables including BS-specific cache placement and user-specific resource allocation vectors.

Information-centric networking can considerably mitigate the redundant information flow across the cellular network as compared to a user-centric method. An information-centric MPUC network is established in [80] using
a Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) transmission scheme. The information-centricity of this work comes from the fact that all popular files are cached at BSs and coordinately transmitted by all BSs towards users. Managing the interference, a cache-aided zero-forcing beamforming is applied on the BSs. As such, the CSI between UEs and a set of UE-serving BSs is assumed known. However, this scheme still suffers from an unavoidable multiple access interference, as for each UE, unicast CoMP transmissions from the serving set of BSs are applied. As a network performance metric, the average outage probability is minimized with respect to edge-specific variables in order to find an optimal cache placement.

Wireless content delivery based on multipoint broadcast transmissions are applied in Digital Terrestrial TV Broadcasting systems [58]. The LTE system also applies multipoint multicast (MPMC) delivery in the context of enhanced-MBMS [47,68]. As such, all serving BSs broadcast the same file in a multi-cell transmission mode with an Single-Frequency-Network (SFN) configuration. Hence, the file is concurrently transmitted over the same frequency bandwidth across the whole network. A non-SFN MPMC scheme has been considered together with coded caching at the user end in [12]. In this approach, each transmitter transmits different Minimum Distance Separable (MDS) coded content fragments, and each UE separately decodes transmissions from multiple edge nodes. In this scheme, the only collaboration between BSs comes from the MDS coding, and the BSs are not equipped with caches. Considering that MPMC applies a location-independent broadcasting scheme to transmit contents across the whole network, it can be considered as an Information-Centric Network (ICN). Figure 3.4 portrays an MPMC network for which each UE can be served by multiple BSs and each BS might multicast contents toward multiple UEs in the same time-frequency resource.

From connectivity perspective, it is of benefit to stress the difference among MPMC ICN, user-centric SPUC and connection-centric SPMC networks. In a user-centric network, each requesting UE is connected to a serving BS to receive the needed file, while in a connection-centric network, each file request is associated with a serving BS. In contrast, for MPMC, as an information-centric network, users are proactively satisfied with a network-wide content-specific broadcasting delivery empowered by an in-network caching strategy. For a cellular network with UEs requesting popular files, usage of the information-centric MPMC can remarkably alleviate the backhaul load, though at the price of equipping BSs with caches, compared to the user-centric networks that need considerable redundant transmissions from the core-network using backhaul links.

Having explained different content delivery schemes, it is important to mention that we mainly focus on the information-centric OMPMC (Multipoint Multicast transmission with network-wide file-specific Orthogonal resources) in this dissertation. As declared in Section 1.1, the reason is
that this scheme can outperform other content delivery schemes in networks with considerable numbers of UEs interested in popular contents, as it does not suffer from co-channel interference in transmissions of popular content.

In addition to caching at BSs, caching can be performed at UEs. For this, coded caching can be used as a cache placement approach. Coded caching was originally introduced for a network with a broadcasting server connected to $K$ cache-equipped UEs [45, 46]. Coded caching constitutes two distinct phases, a prefetching phase, and a multicast phase. During the prefetching phase, UEs store segments of files in their limited-capacity caches, and during the multicast phase, the network broadcasts coded messages based on the requested files such that the UEs can retrieve their requested files combining the coded multicast messages with content from their own caches. In [49], the authors showed that the expected transmission load can be considerably decreased when coded caching is applied for files with different popularity, compared to the uncoded caching approaches. In [79], a hybrid delivery scheme based on multicast and unicast beamforming is proposed to cope with the problem that a requested file cannot be completely decoded based on the information of the multicast message and the UE cache.

Coded caching at the multi-antenna user end with MPMC delivery has been considered in [12]. In this approach, each transmitter transmits different Minimum Distance Separable (MDS) coded content fragments, and
each cache-equipped UE separately decodes transmissions from multiple Edge Nodes (EN) using a beamforming multiple access technique.

3.2 System Model

This section introduces the network model exploited in this thesis. We consider a cellular network operating in a time-slotted fashion. In each time-slot, the network tries to satisfy the requests of UEs by applying a content delivery scheme. The network is populated with cache-equipped BSs and UEs. Throughout this thesis, we exploit stochastic geometry to model the deployment of BSs and UEs. As such, BSs and UEs are located according to two independent and homogeneous PPPs.

A content library containing \( N \) files is considered from which the BSs proactively store the files at their caches. We assume that files have different popularity, which determines the probability that a distinct file is requested by a randomly selected UE. We assume that the popularity of files is known, unless specified otherwise. Although the methodology applied in this thesis is not restricted to any specific popularity distribution, we consider the Zipf distribution \([16, 29]\) for simulations. Accordingly, \( f_n \) denotes the probability that file \( n \) is requested, and for the Zipf distribution we have: \( f_n = n^{-\tau}\sum_{j=1}^{N} j^{-\tau} \) for \( n = 1, \ldots, N \), where \( \tau \) denotes the skewness of the Zipf distribution. Notice that the methodology of this thesis is not restricted to any specific popularity model, but we use the Zipf distribution as a conventional model. In this thesis, without loss of generality, we assume that all files have the same size, normalized to one bit.

3.3 Content Placement

In this thesis, probabilistic approach is applied due to its scalability and applicability for large networks. As such, the BSs are equipped with caches of limited storage capacity such that they can store at most \( M \) files. BSs independently and randomly cache the files according to a common probabilistic approach as proposed in \([14, 59]\). More specifically, to store file \( n \), BSs refer to the caching weight \( \{q_n\}_{n=1}^{N}, q_n \leq 1 \), where \( q_n \) indicates the probability that file \( n \) is stored at a randomly selected BS. To comply with the capacity of BSs, we have \( \sum_{n=1}^{N} q_n \leq M \).

3.4 Content Delivery and Multipoint Multicast Scheme

As declared, the network operates in a time-slotted fashion. For each time-slot, a spatial distribution of UEs exists, and the UEs request content
according to the popularity of files. In this thesis, the single-point/multi-
point unicast transmissions (SPUC/MPUC) and Orthogonal Multipoint
Multicast (OMPMC) transmissions are considered as content delivery
schemes.

In the following, we explain the mechanisms of the OMPMC cache de-
livery as one of the main contributions of this research. For a distinct file
request, all BSs caching the file simultaneously broadcast it in a resource
dedicated to that file. An orthogonal network-wide resource allocation for
the files is used. For this, no transmissions occur in the radio resource
reserved for a distinct file across the whole network, except the multipoint
multicast transmission of this file. The fraction of resources allocated for
file $n$ is denoted by $w_n$, where $\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n = 1$.

For the OMPMC scheme, we further assume that the average trans-
mision power of all BSs is the same, denoted by $p_{tx}$. Moreover, each BS
allocates a fractional power $p_{tx}w_n$ to broadcast file $n$ in dedicated resource
$w_n$. In this case, the transmission Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (Tx-SNR) related
to file $n$ is computed as

$$\gamma_n^{(tx)} = \frac{w_n p_{tx}}{w_n W N_0} = \frac{p_{tx}}{W N_0} := \gamma_{tx},$$

where $N_0$ and $W$ are the noise spectral density and total transmission
bandwidth, respectively. As (3.1) suggests, TX-SNR does not depend on file
index $n$.

For OMPMC delivery, wide-band macro-diversity transmission/reception
is assumed. Each UE demanding a distinct file receives the corresponding
signal over a multipath channel, which is the aggregation of transmitted
signals from all BSs caching the file. For this, OFDM SFN transmissions,
leveraged in Digital Video Broadcasting [58] can be considered.

### 3.5 Signal Propagation and System Performance

Here, we describe the model used for the signal propagation as well as the
SINR performance of a typical UE being served by the OMPMC delivery
scheme.

Based on the MPMC scheme, any file request is fulfilled by all BSs
caching that file. Further, the network level resource orthogonality over
transmission of different files is used to remove the file-specific interference.
We use OFDM-based transmission to deliver files in each dedicated
resource. The OFDM receiver performance in the presence of multiple
transmitters is analysed in [62]. The dominant multipath feature in the
system arises from the multipoint transmissions. In this thesis, we model
the signal between an individual BS and a UE in terms of a single-path
channel. Accordingly, the SINR $\gamma_{n,k}$ for UE $k$ requesting file $n$ is:

$$\gamma_{n,k} = \frac{\sum_{j \in \Phi_n} g_{j,k} \|x_j - r_k\|^{-\beta} b^2(\|x_j - r_k\|)}{1/\gamma_{tx} + \sum_{j \in \Phi_n} g_{j,k} \|x_j - r_k\|^{-\beta} \left(1 - b^2(\|x_j - r_k\|)\right)},$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where $g_{j,k}$ is the shadow fading coefficient between BS $j$ and UE $k$, $x_j$ and $r_k$ are the locations of BS $j$ and UE $k$, respectively, $\Phi_n$ is the set of BSs caching file $n$. A standard distance-dependent path-loss model is used in (3.2) with a path-loss exponent $\beta > 2$. Further, we assume an Rayleigh distribution for the channel coefficient, i.e., $g_{j,k} \sim \exp(1)$. Moreover, $b(x)$ is a bias function which determines the extent of Inter-Carrier Interferences (ICI) and Inter-Block Interference (IBI). As these happen in the same frequency that the desired signal is transmitted, they give rise to co-channel interference. The function $b(x)$ for $x \geq 0$ is expressed as [11, 56]:

$$b(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{for } 0 \leq \frac{x}{c} < T_{cp}, \\
1 - \left(\frac{x}{cT_s} - \frac{T_{cp}}{T_s}\right) & \text{for } T_{cp} \leq \frac{x}{c} < T_s + T_{cp}, \\
0 & \text{for } \frac{x}{c} \geq T_s + T_{cp},
\end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

where $T_{cp}$ is the CP length in seconds, $T_s$ is the OFDM symbol length in seconds and $c$ is the speed of light, and the propagation delay is assumed to be directly proportional to the traveled distance. Here, we need to mention that the BSs of OMPMC schedule to simultaneously broadcast their cached files across the network. Then, taking into account the varying distances between the BSs and a typical UE, the UE receives an aggregated signal with different transmission delays, and as such this leads to a delay spectrum of desired-signal and co-channel interference based on the bias function $b(\cdot)$. However, the aired signals from these BSs towards another UE come with completely different delays. (It is not possible to arrange these signals to come to different UEs with the same timing). Nevertheless, this does not make our model not to be a homogeneous Poisson process. By exploiting the Slivnyak-Mecke theorem, focusing on a typical user located at origin and doing the performance analysis, on one hand, and considering different UEs, doing the performance analysis on all of them and then averaging, on the other hand, both lead to a same result. Therefore, we can focus on a typical UE at the origin to perform the analysis. For this, the base-stations located within the range of the cyclic prefix (CP) length or less exclusively contribute to the desired signal. Base-stations positioned within the range of CP length plus symbol length solely contribute to the interference. Base stations falling within the intermediate range between these distances contribute to both the desired signal and interference, with their respective severity determined by the bias function.

For an infinitely long CP, IBI and ICI can be neglected, leading to $b(x) = 1.$
In this case, the SNR $\gamma_{n,k}$ for UE $k$ requesting file $n$ is simplified to:

$$\gamma_{n,k} = \gamma_{tx} \sum_{j \in \Phi_n} g_{j,k} \left\| x_j - r_k \right\|^{-\beta}. \tag{3.4}$$

In this thesis, we leverage the outage probability as a system metric to assess the performance of the cache policies. This stands for the probability that a typical UE being served by the network is not able to successfully decode the file it is interested in. In what follows, we explain this metric in detail.

The maximum achievable rate is obtained based on the channel capacity in an Additive-White-Gaussian-Noise (AWGN) channel. This rate is specified by the allocated resources and the SINR (SNR) of the message.

The files are transmitted with a rate $R_{th}$, which is assumed to be same for all the files. Thus a UE experiences an outage if the maximum rate of reliable reception is less than this rate. Since all files are assumed of the same size, we can define a parameter: $\alpha = R_{th}/W$. Accordingly, the outage probability for UE $k$ requesting file $n$ is expressed as:

$$\mathcal{O}_{n,k} = \Pr(w_n \log_2(1 + \gamma_{n,k}) \leq \alpha). \tag{3.5}$$

Note that if $N$ files are transmitted, the total spectral efficiency of the transmissions is $Na$. The outage probability $\mathcal{O}_{n,k}$ can thus be formulated using the channel gain threshold $\eta_n$, as follows:

$$\mathcal{O}_{n,k} = \Pr\left(\frac{\gamma_{n,k}}{\gamma_{tx}} \leq \eta_n\right), \tag{3.6}$$

where

$$\eta_n = \left(2^{\alpha/w_n} - 1\right)/\gamma_{tx}. \tag{3.7}$$

The outage probability thus can be interpreted based on the normalized SINR $\gamma_{n,k}/\gamma_{tx}$, such that if the normalized SINR of UE $k$, downloading file $n$ is less than the corresponding channel gain threshold $\eta_n$, the file request is in outage.
4. Orthogonal Multipoint Multicast Cache Policy

In this chapter, following publications P-I and P-V, the probabilistic content placement and OMPMC delivery scheme, as introduced in Chapters 3.2 and 3.3, is studied for cache-enabled cellular networks. A network-wide orthogonal and OFDM-based transmission with sufficiently large CP length is considered for file delivery, as explained in Chapter 3.5, equation (3.4). As such, there will not be any co-channel interference during the file transmission. In this work, the network is modeled using stochastic geometry by deploying the BSs and UEs based on two independent PPPs. An optimal cache scheme is then analyzed, based on cache placement over BSs and resource allocation of OMPMC service.

The overall outage probability is used as a network performance measure. In Section 4.1, an expression is found for it. The problem of cache policy optimization is then formulated in Section 4.2, based on a constrained optimization problem. Joint optimization over the network-wide resource allocation of OMPMC delivery and content placement of cache placement is performed. We then characterize the optimal solution to this problem and devise an algorithm to find the optimal solution. To reduce the computational complexity, we apply a convex relaxation to find a sub-optimal solution. Accordingly, we find a low-complexity algorithm for the solution. An upper bound of the performance gap between the optimal and sub-optimal solution is given. In Section 4.3, we compare the performance of OMPMC cache policy, with the other cache policies from the literature.

4.1 Overall System Outage Probability

In this chapter, we assume that each receiver is able to completely equalize the data without being affected by Inter-Carrier-Interference (ICI) or Inter-Block-Interference (IBI).

We find an expression for the overall outage probability, when the system is modeled using stochastic geometry. The model discussed in Chapter 3.5 is used. According to Slivnyak-Mecke theorem [8], we can compute the
SNR for a UE located at the origin. For this UE, without loss of generality, we can set $r_0 = 0$ and $\Theta_n = \Theta_n,0$. Considering that files are requested based on the file popularity $(f_n)_{n=1}^N$, the overall outage probability is:

$$\Theta_{\text{tot}} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} f_n \Theta_n,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)$$

where

$$\Theta_n = \Pr \left( \sum_{j \in \Phi_n} |h_j|^2 \|x_j\|_2^{-\beta} \leq \eta_n \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)$$

Thus, the outage probability of file $n$ can be perceived as the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the random variable $z$ at a value $\eta_n$.

In a network modeled by PPS, we can compute an analytical expression for the OMPMC overall outage probability. It gives an performance criterion that can be used to design the cache policy and draw numerical results. For OMPMC in a network with users being uniformly distributed in space, BSs being distributed according to a homogeneous PPP with intensity $\lambda$, a propagation environment characterized by path-loss exponent $\beta$, and file $n = 1, \ldots, N$ with popularity $f_n$ having caching weight $q_n$ and bandwidth allocation $w_n$, the overall outage probability is

$$\Theta_{\text{tot}} = \frac{2}{\pi} \sum_{n=1}^{N} f_n \int_0^\infty \left\{ \frac{1}{w} \cos \left( \frac{\pi^2 \lambda q_n}{\beta \cos(\pi/\beta)} \left( \frac{w}{\eta_n} \right)^{2/\beta} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{\pi^2 \lambda q_n}{\beta \sin(\pi/\beta)} \left( \frac{w}{\eta_n} \right)^{2/\beta} \right) \right\} \sin(w) \, dw.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)$$

For more details about the derivation of this result, see Publications P-I and P-V. Based on Proposition (4.3), the overall outage probability depends on a specific combination $q_n \eta_n^{-2/\beta}$ of caching weight and channel gain threshold, and not on both separately.

### 4.2 Resource and Cache Allocation Problem

Based on the overall outage probability being expressed in (4.3), we formulate a joint constrained optimization problem over resource allocation of OMPMC cache delivery $(w_n)_{n=1}^N$ and content probability $(q_n)_{n=1}^N$ of cache placement. By defining the set $S_N := \{1, \ldots, N\}$, the optimal cache policy for OMPMC scheme is expressed as:

$$P_2: \min_{(q_n)_{n=1}^N, (w_n)_{n=1}^N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} f_n \Theta_n(w_n, q_n),$$

s.t.

$$\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n \leq 1, \quad \sum_{n=1}^{N} q_n \leq M, \quad 0 \leq w_n \leq 1, \quad 0 \leq q_n \leq 1, \quad \text{for } n \in S_N.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)$$
where
\[
\Theta(w_n, q_n) = \Theta_n = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_0^\infty \frac{1}{w} \cos \left( \frac{\lambda_{n} q_n}{\cos(\pi/\beta)} \left( \frac{w}{\eta_n} \right)^{2/\beta} \right) \exp \left( - \frac{\lambda_{n} q_n}{\sin(\pi/\beta)} \left( \frac{w}{\eta_n} \right)^{2/\beta} \right) \times \sin(w) \, dw,
\]
and \( \lambda_{\beta} = \frac{\pi^2 \lambda}{\beta} \).

We denote the optimal solution of \( P_2 \) by \( \{w^*_n\}_{n=1}^N \) and \( \{q^*_n\}_{n=1}^N \). Some of its crucial properties are:

- If \( q_n = 0 \), then \( \Theta(w_n, 0) = 1 \) for file \( n \) regardless of the value of \( w_n \). Likewise, if \( w_n = 0 \) then \( \Theta(0, q_n) = 1 \) regardless of value of \( q_n \).

- \( \Theta(w_n, q_n) \) is a monotonically decreasing function w.r.t. \( w_n \) and \( q_n \).

- Without loss of generality, we can order the files according to their popularity. Based on this and second property, the values \( \{q^*_n\}_{n=1}^N \) and \( \{w^*_n\}_{n=1}^N \) are decreasing w.r.t. \( n \).

- Based on first property, there exists a \( K \in S_N \) such that \( w_n = q_n = 0 \) for \( n > K \).

- At the optimum solution of \( P(\beta) \), we have: \( \sum_{n=1}^N w^*_n = 1 \) and \( \sum_{n=1}^N q^*_n = M \).

For more details about these properties, see Publication P-V.

In the sequel, we concentrate on \( \beta = 4 \). This path-loss exponent has interest in its own right as it is a typical path-loss exponent for moderate and long distances [31]. In this case, the overall outage probability of (4.3) simplifies to:

\[
\Theta_{\text{tot}} = \sum_{n=1}^N f_n \operatorname{erfc} \left( \frac{\pi^2 \lambda q_n}{4 \sqrt{\eta_n}} \right),
\]
where \( \operatorname{erfc}(x) \) is the complementary error function, defined as:

\[
\operatorname{erfc}(x) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_x^\infty \exp(-t^2) \, dt.
\]

By formulating the Lagrange function for \( P_2 \) with \( \beta = 4 \), applying the aforementioned properties, and then taking the derivative with respect to \( w_n \) and \( q_n \), it implies that there exists \( K \in S_N \) such that:

\[
v_1 = -f_n D_{w_n} \Theta(w_n, q_n), \quad v_2 = -f_n D_{q_n} \Theta(w_n, q_n)
\]

for \( n \leq K \), and \( w_n = q_n = 0 \), for \( n > K \), where \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) are the Lagrange multipliers related to the equality constraints. Based on second Property, \( v_1 \)
and \( v_2 \) are positive. Further, according to (4.3), we get:

\[
D_{\eta_n} \theta_n = \frac{1}{2 \eta_n} D_{\eta_n} \theta_n,
\]

so we have:

\[
D_{\eta_n} \theta_n = \frac{\alpha \log(2)}{2} \frac{q_n}{\omega_n^2} \frac{2^{\alpha/w_n}}{2^{\alpha/w_n} - 1} D q_n \theta_n
\]

(4.7)

Let \( v_0^2 = \frac{v_1}{v_2} \), then we get:

\[
q_n = v_0^2 \frac{2 \omega_n^2 (2^{\alpha/w_n} - 1)}{2^{\alpha/w_n} \log(2) \alpha}, \quad \text{for } n \leq K.
\]

(4.8)

By defining the function \( h_0(w_n) := -D_{\eta_n} \theta_n(w_n, q_n) \) with \( q_n \) being replaced based on (4.8), we obtain:

\[
\frac{v_2}{f_n} = \frac{2 \lambda}{\sqrt{\pi} \sqrt{2^{\alpha/w_n} - 1}} \exp \left( -\frac{\lambda^2 v_0^4 (2^{\alpha/w_n} - 1) (2 \omega_n^2 / 2^{\alpha/w_n} \alpha \log(2))^2}{4} \right), \quad \text{for } n \leq K.
\]

(4.9)

where \( \lambda = \frac{\pi^2 \lambda}{4 \sqrt{T_{tx}}} \).

Equations (4.8) and (4.9) are leveraged to find a globally optimal solution of problem \( P_2 \) by an algorithm that is devised as follows. We need to find \( v_0, v_2 \) and the optimal solutions \( \{w_n^*\}_{n=1}^{K^*} \) and \( \{q_n^*\}_{n=1}^{K^*} \) where \( K^* \) represents the optimum value of \( K \), which is the number of files for which the caches and resources will be allocated. The pseudo-code for finding the optimal solution of problem \( P_{(4)} \) is presented in Algorithm 1. Since \( K^* \) and \( v_0 \) are not known in advance, we need to search for them in the corresponding limited intervals. We also seek for \( v_2 \) but limit the search space exploiting the fact that \( v_{2,\min}(v_0) \leq v_2 \leq v_{2,\max}(v_0) \). We leverage a root-finding method for (4.9) to find \( \{w_n^*\}_K \) such that the constraints \( \sum_{n=1}^{K} w_n = 1 \) is satisfied. We then find \( \{q_n^*\}_K \) based on the obtained \( \{w_n^*\}_K \) and using (4.8) so that \( \sum_{n=1}^{K} q_n - M \) is minimized. Accordingly, we compute the overall outage probability for different values of sought \( K \). After we finalize the searching over possible values of \( K \), we choose \( K \) with the smallest outage probability which gives the optimal solution. For more details about this algorithm, see Publication P-V.

In Algorithm (1), there exists two inner loops to search for the optimum values of \( v_0 \) and \( v_2 \). This makes it computationally complex. Therefore, it is important to devise a low-complexity solution for problem \( P_2 \). It is achieved using a convex relaxation, and by considering the variable transformation \( \xi_n := 1/(2^{\alpha/w_n} - 1) \). Consequently, the relaxed optimization problem is obtained as:

\[
\min_{K, \{q_n\}_{n=1}^{N}, \{\xi_n\}_{n=1}^{N}} \sum_{n=1}^{N} f_n \theta(\xi_n, q_n),
\]

(4.10)

\[
P_2: \begin{cases}
\sum_{n=1}^{N} \xi_n = K a, & \sum_{n=1}^{N} q_n = M, & K \in S_N \\
0 \leq \xi_n \leq a_2, & 0 \leq q_n \leq 1, & \text{for } n \in S_N.
\end{cases}
\]
Algorithm 1 The Solution of $P_{(4)}$

1: Inputs: $\lambda, \{f_n\}_1^N, M, \gamma_{\text{ref}}, \alpha.$
2: Outputs: Optimal solutions $K^*$, $(w_{1}^{*K^*}, q_{1}^{*K^*})$ and $\theta^*.$
3: for $K \in S_N$ do
4:     for $v_0 \in [0, v_{0,\text{max}}]$ do
5:         for $v_2 \in [v_{2,\text{min}}(v_0), v_{2,\text{max}}(v_0)]$ do
6:             Apply a root-finding method over (4.9) to find $w_n^K$ so that $w_{\text{min}} \leq w_n \leq 1$ and $\sum_{n=1}^{K} w_n = 1.$
7:         end for
8:     Compute $q_n$ for $n \leq K$, based on (4.8).
9: end for
10: Select $(q_n)_1^K$ that minimize $|\sum_{n=1}^{K} q_n - M|^2.$
11: Compute $\theta = \sum_{n=K+1}^{N} f_n + \sum_{n=1}^{K} f_n \text{erfc}\left(\frac{\tilde{\lambda} q_n}{\sqrt{2\alpha_2 w_n - 1}}\right)$ based on selected $(q_n)_1^K$ and $(w_n)_1^K$.
12: end for
13: Select $K$ providing the smallest outage probability and its corresponding solution. Nominate the optimal solutions by $\theta^*$, $K^*$ and $(w_{1}^{*K^*}, q_{1}^{*K^*}).$

where, $\theta(q_n, n) = \text{erfc}(\tilde{\lambda} q_n \sqrt{\xi_n})$, and $K_a = K(2^{aK} - 1)^{-1}$ and $\alpha_2 = 1/(2^{a} - 1).$ If $K$ is the optimal value of $K$ for $P_2$, then its global solution is:

$$q_n = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{h_1^{-1}(\frac{v_2}{2\lambda f_n} \sqrt{\frac{\pi M}{K_a}})}, & n \leq \tilde{K} \\
0, & n > \tilde{K} 
\end{cases}, \quad \xi_n = \frac{K_a}{M} q_n,$$

where $h_1(q_n) = \sqrt{\pi} \exp(-\tilde{\lambda}^2 q_n^2 \tilde{K_a}), \tilde{K_a} = \tilde{K}(2^{aK} - 1)^{-1}$, and $v_2$ is a Lagrange multiplier that is a solution of

$$\sum_{n=1}^{K} h_1^{-1}(\frac{v_2}{2\lambda f_n} \sqrt{\frac{\pi M}{K_a}}) = 1.$$

Accordingly, there exists $K \in S_N$ such that for $n > K : q_n = \xi_n = 0$ and for $n \leq K$ we have:

$$\frac{v_2}{2\lambda f_n} \sqrt{\frac{\pi M}{K_a}} = h_1(q_n). \quad (4.11)$$

Applying Jensen’s inequality over the convex function $1/h_1(\cdot)$ and considering that $q_n \leq 1$, a lower-bound and an upper-bound can be found for $v_2$ implying $v_{2,\text{min}} \leq v_2 \leq v_{2,\text{max}}$. Based on these results, an algorithm is devised to find the optimal solution of $P_2$. Algorithm 2 presents its pseudocode. These algorithm provides an approximate solution of problem $P_2$. Considering a limited one-dimensional search for $v_2$, this solution has a much smaller computational complexity than Algorithm 1. It enables us to obtain the numerical results related to the optimal cache policies for more realistic scenarios.
Algorithm 2 The Solution of $P_2$.

1: Inputs: $\lambda, \{f_n\}_1^N, M, \gamma_{\text{ref}}, \alpha.$
2: Outputs: Optimal solutions $\hat{K}, (\hat{\xi}_1^K, \hat{q}_n^K)$ and $\hat{\vartheta}$.
3: for $K \in [1, K_{\text{max}}]$ do
4:   Set $K_a = \frac{K}{2^{\frac{1}{2}} - 1}$.
5:   for $v_2 \in [v_{2,\text{min}}, v_{2,\text{max}}]$ do
6:     Apply a root-finding method for (4.11) to find $(q_n^K)$ so that $q_{\min} \leq q_n \leq 1$ and $\sum_{n=1}^K q_n = M$.
7:   end for
8:   Set $\xi_n = \frac{K_a}{M} q_n$, for $n \leq K$.
9:   Compute $\vartheta = \sum_{n=K+1}^N f_n + \sum_{n=1}^K f_n \text{erfc}(\tilde{\lambda} q_n \sqrt{\xi_n})$ based on the obtained $(q_n^K)$ and $(\xi_n^K)$.
10: end for
11: Select $K$ giving the smallest outage probability and its corresponding solution. Nominate the optimal solutions by $\hat{\vartheta}, \hat{K}$ and $(\hat{\xi}_1^K, \hat{q}_n^K)$.

4.3 Simulation Results

To benchmark the benefits of orthogonal multipoint multicast caching, two heuristic algorithms were developed, a threshold-based algorithm, and an Only Bandwidth-optimized one. Furthermore, a network-wide resource allocation Single-Point Multicast (SPMC) scheme was considered based on the literature.

4.3.1 Threshold-Based OMPMC Scheme

A simplified threshold based policy is developed based on a threshold $\nu \in S_N$. For files less popular than file $\nu$, no resources are allocated, while equal resources will be allocated to the other files. Therefore, if $n > \nu$, we set $w_n = q_n = 0$, otherwise, we set $w_n = q_n/M = 1/\nu$. We name the resulting cache policy as $\text{OMP} - \text{th}$.

4.3.2 Only Bandwidth-Optimized OMPMC Scheme

A sub-optimal cache policy is considered where only the bandwidth allocation is optimized and the cache placement is based on a simple method. As such, we follow the cache placement strategy: $q_n = M f_n$, for $n \in S_N$. However, in order to comply with $q_n \leq 1$, we bound any $q_n$ whose value exceeds 1, and increase others such that $\sum_{n=1}^N q_n = M$. We call the resulting cache policy $\text{OMP} - \text{w}$. 
Table 4.1. Cache Policy Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Network-Wide Bandwidth Allocation</th>
<th>Cache Allocation</th>
<th>Transmission Scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OMP</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>OMPMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMP-(w)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(p_n \sim f_n)</td>
<td>OMPMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMP-th</td>
<td>On-off-threshold</td>
<td>On-off-threshold</td>
<td>OMPMC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSP</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SPMC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3 Single-Point Scheme from the Literature

To have a fair comparison, a SPMC scheme with network-wide resource allocation across files is taken into account. We denote this policy by Orthogonal Single-Point (OSP). For this policy, each BS can simultaneously transmit several files in disjoint radio resources, so \(M\) can be greater than one. Based on the analytical expression in [7], the overall outage probability for this cache policy is:

\[
\phi_{\text{OSP}}^{\text{tot}} = 1 - \sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{\sqrt{\pi^3 \lambda f_n q_n}}{\sqrt{4 \eta_n}} \exp \left( \frac{\kappa_n^2}{\eta_n} \right) \text{erfc} \left( \frac{\kappa_n}{\sqrt{\eta_n}} \right),
\]

where \(\kappa_n = \frac{\lambda \pi q_n}{2} \left( 1 + \sqrt{\eta_n} \gamma_{\text{tx}}^{-1}(\sqrt{\eta_n} \gamma_{\text{tx}}) \right)\), with \(\eta_n\) from (3.7).

4.3.4 Performance Results

The evaluated cache policies and their properties are tabulated in Table 4.1. For the comparison, we consider settings based on [40]. The number of files is set as \(N = 200\) and the cache capacity to \(M = 20\). Two values for the skewness are considered; \(\tau = \{0.8, 2.6\}\) and the spectral efficiency threshold is set to \(\alpha = 0.05\). For signal propagation, we apply an Urban NLOS scenario from 3GPP standard [2] with carrier frequency 2 GHz and BS transmission power 23 dBm. The antenna gain at the UE and BS are 0 dBi and 8 dBi, respectively, the noise-figure of UE is 9 dB, the noise spectrum density is -174 dBm and the bandwidth is 20 MHz. We consider the path-loss exponent: \(\beta = 4\). These values result in the reference SNR to be \(\gamma_{\text{tx}} = 0.105\).

The overall outage probability in this scenario is plotted in Figure 4.1 as a function of cache intensity for skewness \(\theta = 2.6\). The OMP policy outperforms other cache strategies for all evaluated cache intensities. Note that, the outage probability of OSP becomes independent of the intensity as cache intensity increases. By increasing cache intensity, the effect of thermal noise is decreasing for OSP policy, and the network becomes interference-limited. The multicast multipoint delivery methods are noise-limited,
and the noise limitation decreases with increasing cache intensity, as the received power grows. As the intensity increases OMP−w diverges from the optimal solution. For most evaluated cache intensities, the OMP−th gives an acceptable result.

For skewness θ = 0.8, the overall outage probability is shown in Figure 4.2. The OMP and OMP−th policies outperform OSP in this scenario as well. As cache intensity increases, the outage probability improves for all policies except OSP, which is limited by co-channel interference. Further, as the cache intensity grows, the solution of OMP−th becomes more reliable compared to the result of OMP−w.

Figure 4.3 shows the resource allocation of cache solution as a function of the file index for cache intensity λ = 30 and skewness τ = 2.6. For the OSP policy, the resources are allocated only to a few popular files, while for the OMP policy, around 40 percent of files can accommodated in the total bandwidth. For the latter policy, the allocated resources decrease as specified by property A.2, while for the OMP−w they grow since the caching weights are not optimized.

### 4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we considered cache placement and delivery based on a network-wide OMPMC transmission scheme. A cache policy jointly optimizing cache placement and radio resource allocation was formulated, based on the derived expression of the outage probability. An algorithm was devised to obtain the optimal solution for β = 4, where the optimization objective can be written in closed form. A low-complexity algorithm was proposed to obtain a sub-optimal solution. The solution was characterized by a file popularity threshold, with files less popular than the threshold, they are neither cached nor delivered. We compared the outage performance of OMPMC based on the devised low-complexity algorithm with single-point multicast from the literature. Simulation results showed that the outage probability of OMPMC outperforms other delivery strategies for different cache intensities, UE intensities and spectral efficiency thresholds. The usage of the OMPMC delivery scheme can be considered as a promising technique to be employed by the cache-enabled networks.
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Figure 4.1. The overall outage probability as a function of cache intensity for skewness $\tau = 2.6$, $N = 200$ and $M = 20$.

Figure 4.2. The overall outage probability as a function of cache intensity for skewness $\tau = 0.8$, $N = 200$ and $M = 20$. 
Figure 4.3. The bandwidth allocation as a function of file index for cache intensity $\lambda = 30$ and skewness $\tau = 2.6$. 
5. Multipoint Multicast Caching With ICI and IBI

In this chapter, following publications P-II and P-VI, the probabilistic content placement and OMPMC delivery scheme, as introduced in Chapters 3.2 and 3.3, is studied for cache-enabled cellular networks. In contrast to the previous chapter, here we consider the effect of interference arising from the multipoint transmission. A network-wide orthogonal OFDM-based interference-aware transmission is considered for content delivery, as explained in Chapter 3.5 equation (3.2). The simultaneous OMPMC transmissions create artificial multipath propagation, which produces IBI and ICI in OFDM systems. In this work, the network is modeled using stochastic geometry by deploying the BSs and UEs based on two independent PPPs. An optimal cache scheme is then analyzed, based on cache placement over BSs and resource allocation of OMPMC service.

In Section 5.1, an expression is found for the overall outage probability as a network performance. The problem of interference-aware cache policy is then formulated, in Section 5.2, based on a constrained optimization problem jointly over the network-wide resource allocation of OMPMC delivery and content placement of cache placement, with consideration of IBI and ICI. Considering that the outage probability does not have a closed-form expression, we exploit the prediction-correction method, explained in Chapter 2.2, to find the optimal solution. As such, Section 5.3 is devoted to explain a prediction-correction-based cache policy algorithm. In Section 5.4, we benchmark the performance of OMPMC interference-aware cache policy, which reveals some intuitions about the effect of ICI/IBI on cache policy.

5.1 Overall System Outage Probability

We choose the overall outage probability as a network system performance. Stochastic geometry is leveraged to find an expression for this metric. In contrast to Chapter 4, here we develop an interference-aware policy, where IBI and ICI arising from realistic values for the CP length is taken into
account. SINR is computed as explained in (3.2). According to Slivnyak-Mecke theorem [8], we can compute the SINR for a UE located at the origin. For this UE, without loss of generality we can set \( r_0 = 0 \) and \( \Theta_n = \Theta_{n,0} \). Considering that files are requested based on the file popularity \( \{f_n\}_{n=1}^N \), the overall outage probability is:

\[
\Theta_{\text{tot}} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} f_n \Theta_n,
\]

where

\[
\Theta_n = \Pr \left( \sum_{j \in \Phi_n} g_j \| x_j \|^{-2} k_n \left( \| x_j \| \right) \leq \eta_n \right),
\]

and \( k_n(x) = (1 + \gamma_{tx} \eta_n)b^2(x) - \gamma_{tx} \eta_n \).

Accordingly, for the OMPMC in a network with BSs distributed according to a homogeneous PPP with intensity \( \lambda \), with a propagation environment characterized by path-loss exponent \( \beta \), an OFDM transmission scheme with symbol length \( T_s \) and CP length \( T_{cp} \) and file \( n = 1, \ldots, N \) with popularity \( f_n \) having caching weight \( q_n \) and bandwidth allocation \( w_n \), the overall outage probability is

\[
\Theta_{\text{tot}} = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{\pi} \sum_{n=1}^{N} f_n \int_0^\infty \frac{1}{w} \sin \left( -w \eta_n + 2\pi \lambda q_n w \int_0^\infty \frac{r^{1-\beta} k_n(r)}{w^2 r^{-2\beta} k_n(r)^2 + 1} dr \right)
\times \exp \left( -2\pi \lambda q_n w^2 \int_0^\infty \frac{r^{1-2\beta} k_n(r)^2}{w^2 r^{-2\beta} k_n(r)^2 + 1} dr \right) dw.
\]

For more details about the derivation of this result, see Publication P-II and P-VI.

### 5.2 Resource and Cache Allocation Problem

Based on the overall outage probability (4.3), we formulate a joint constrained optimization problem over resource allocation of OMPMC cache delivery \( \{w_n\}_{n=1}^N \) and content probability \( \{q_n\}_{n=1}^N \) of cache placement. By defining the set \( S_N := \{1, \ldots, N\} \), the optimal cache policy for OMPMC scheme is expressed as:

\[
\min_{\{q_n\}_{n=1}^N, \{w_n\}_{n=1}^N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} f_n \Theta(w_n, q_n),
\]

subject to:

\[
\begin{cases}
\sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n \leq 1, & \sum_{n=1}^{N} q_n \leq M, \\
0 \leq w_n \leq 1, & 0 \leq q_n \leq 1, \quad \text{for } n \in S_N,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \Theta(w_n, q_n) \) is the outage probability of file \( n \) which depends on \( w_n \) and \( q_n \). Some of crucial properties of \( P_3 \) are:
• If \( p_n = 0 \), then \( \mathcal{O}(w_n, p_n) = 1 \) regardless of the value of \( w_n \). Likewise, if \( w_n = 0 \), then \( \mathcal{O}(w_n, p_n) = 1 \) regardless of the value of \( p_n \).

• \( \mathcal{O}(w_n, p_n) \) is a monotonically decreasing function w.r.t. \( w_n \) and \( p_n \).

• Without loss of generality, we can sort the files according to their popularity. Based on this and the second property, the values \( w \) and \( p \) are decreasing w.r.t. \( n \).

• As a consequence of the first property, there exists a \( K \in S_N \) such that \( w_n = p_n = 0 \) for \( n > K \).

• Based on the second property, at the optimum solution of \( P_3 \), the cache capacity and total bandwidth constraints are satisfied with equality; \( \sum_{n=1}^{N} p_n = 1 \) and \( \sum_{n=1}^{N} w_n = 1 \).

Considering that the objective function of problem \( P_3 \) lacks a closed form expression, we use an approach in the line with Homotopy Continuation, explained in Chapter 2.2. For that, we formulate a parametric optimization problem exactly as \( P_3 \) but with \( \theta \)-parameterized file popularity \( a_n(\theta) \) replacing \( f_n \). We denote this parametric optimization problem with \( P_3(\theta) \). For \( a_n(\theta) \), we need to have: \( \lim_{\theta \to 0} a_n(\theta) = \frac{1}{N} \) and \( \lim_{\theta \to \tau} a_n(\theta) = f_n \), where \( \tau \) is the skewness of the popularity distribution. By defining \( x_n = [w_n, q_n]^{\top} \) and \( S_K := \{1, \ldots, K\} \), the following ODEs related to \( P_3 \) can be derived, based on the aforementioned properties:

\[
\frac{dx_n}{d\theta} = H_n^{-1}(c - a_n(\theta)\nabla\mathcal{O}_n(w_n, p_n)), \quad n \in S_K, \tag{5.5}
\]

where

\[
c = \left( \sum_{n=1}^{K} H_n^{-1} \right)^{-1} \sum_{n=1}^{K} \left( H_n^{-1} a_n(\theta)\nabla\mathcal{O}_n(w_n, p_n) \right), \tag{5.6}
\]

and

\[
H_n = a_n(\theta)\nabla^2\mathcal{O}_n(w_n, p_n). \tag{5.7}
\]

Here \( \nabla\mathcal{O}_n(w_n, p_n) \) and \( \nabla^2\mathcal{O}_n(w_n, p_n) \) indicate the Gradient vector and Hessian matrix of \( \mathcal{O}_n(w_n, p_n) \) w.r.t. \( w_n \) and \( p_n \). For more details, see Publication P-II and P-VI.

The problem \( P_3(\theta) \) has a trivial optimal solution for \( \theta = 0 \), when the popularity is flat, which is \((w_n, q_n) = (\frac{1}{K}, \frac{M}{K})\) for \( n \in S_K \). Therefore, by solving the ODEs (5.5) for the initial point \( \theta = 0 \), \((w_n)_n = 1/K\), \((p_n)_n = M/K\) and the target point \( \theta = \tau \), \((w_n)_n, (p_n)_n \) the optimal solution of \( P_3 \) is obtained, assuming \( K \). Hence, by solving these ODEs, the optimal solution of \( P_3 \) can be found assuming existence of \( H_n^{-1} \) and \( \left( \sum_{n=1}^{K} H_n^{-1} \right)^{-1} \).
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Algorithm 3 The prediction-correction algorithm for cache policy.

1: for $K \in \mathcal{K}$ do
2: Initialization:
   Set $\theta = 0$ and $(w_n, p_n) = (\frac{1}{K}, \frac{1}{K}), \forall n \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$.
3: while $\theta' \leq \tau$ do
4: Increment the popularity distribution, $\theta' = \theta + \Delta \theta$.
5: Predictor step:
   Find $(\Delta w_n', \Delta p_n')$ from (5.5) and (5.6) and obtain
   $w_n' = w_n + \Delta w_n, \ p_n' = p_n + \Delta p_n$.
6: Corrector step (if necessary):
   Find $(\Delta w_n', \Delta p_n')$ from (5.8).
7: if $\sum_{n=1}^{K} a_n(\theta') \Theta_n(w_n'', p_n'') < \sum_{n=1}^{K} a_n(\theta) \Theta_n(w_n', p_n')$ then
8: Update the solution by:
   $w_n'' = w_n' + \mu_c \Delta w_n', \ p_n'' = p_n' + \mu_c \Delta p_n'$.
9: else
10: $w_n'' = w_n', \ p_n'' = p_n'$.
11: end if
12: Set $\theta = \theta', \ w_n = w_n''$ and $p_n = p_n''$.
13: end while
14: Save $(p_n)_{n=1}^{K}$, $(w_n)_{n=1}^{K}$ and the overall outage probability related to index $K$.
15: end for
16: Search over $K$ to find the optimum cache policy.

5.3 A prediction-correction Algorithm for Optimal Cache policy

We resort to a numerical method to obtain the solution. As such, we leverage the prediction-correction method, explained in Chapter 2.2. For the predictor step, we use (2.2), and for the corrector step, we use (2.3) where:

$$\Delta'_n = H_n^{-1}(c' - a_n(\theta) \nabla \Theta_n(w_n', p_n'))), \ n \in S_K,$$

$$c' = \left(\sum_{n=1}^{K} H_n^{-1}\right)^{-1} \sum_{n=1}^{K} \left( H_n^{-1} a_n(\theta') \nabla \Theta_n(w_n', p_n')\right),$$

$$H_n' = a_n(\theta) \nabla^2 \Theta_n(w_n', p_n'),$$

(5.8)

and $\Delta' = [\Delta w_n', \Delta p_n']^T$. For the popularity parametrization, $(a_n(\theta))_{n=1}^{N}$ is chosen such that the need for corrector step is minimized, for this we set $a_n(\theta) = \frac{1}{N} (N f_n)^{\theta r}$, for $n \in S_N$.

A pseudo code for the prediction-correction method to find the solution of $P_3$ is given in Algorithm 3. Note that we perform a one-dimensional search over a candidate set $\mathcal{K}$ to find the optimum value for $K$. 
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5.4 Simulation Results

The result of prediction-correction Method for the Interference-Aware policy is indicated by $\text{PCM-IA}$. To benchmark the benefits of this policy, some policy schemes were additionally considered based on the "Threshold-based" and "Interference-Ignoring" solutions. In the followings, we describe these solutions.

5.4.1 Threshold-based Solution

A simplified threshold based policy is developed based on a threshold $v \in S_N$. For files less popular than file $v$, no resources are allocated, while equal resources will be allocated to the other files. Therefore, if $n > v$, we set $w_n = q_n = 0$, otherwise, we set $w_n = q_n/M = 1/v$. We call the resulting cache policy $\text{OMP-th}$.

5.4.2 Interference-Ignoring Solution

The cache policy of Chapter 3 is directly used despite the presence of ICI/IBI. For this, the overall outage optimization problem (4.4) is solved using the prediction-correction Method. Recall that the obtained solution is evaluated in the presence of ICI/IBI. We denote the obtained solution by $\text{PCM-II}$.

Having specified the "Threshold-based" and "Interference-Ignoring" solutions, we consider the $\text{TB-IA}$ policy scheme which is the "Threshold-Based Interference-Aware" solution, and $\text{TB-II}$ policy scheme which is the Threshold-Based Interference-Ignoring solution. The policy scheme $\text{TB-II}$ is explained in Chapter 4.3 and is applied despite the presence of ICI/IBI.

5.4.3 Performance Results

For the numerical comparison, the number of files is set to $N = 100$ and the value of cache capacity to $M = 10$. Two values for the skewness are considered; $\tau = \{0.6, 2.6\}$, and the spectral threshold is set to $\alpha = 0.1$. For the signal propagation settings, we apply an Urban NLOS scenario from 3GPP standard [2] with carrier frequency 3.5 GHz and the transmission power of BSs 33 dBm. The antenna gain at the UE and BS are 0 dBi and 5 dBi, respectively, the noise-figure of UE is 9 dB, the noise spectrum density is -174 dBm and the bandwidth is 20 MHz. We consider the path-loss exponent: $\beta = 4$. These values lead the reference SNR to be $\gamma_{tx} = 0.105$.

Figure 5.1 shows the overall outage probability obtained with different caching policies as a function of the CP length for skewness $\tau = 2.6$ and effective intensity $\lambda_{\text{eff}} := M \times \lambda = 3 \times 10^3$. The $\text{PCM-IA}$ policy outperforms other policies for all values of CP length. There is a remarkable performance gap...
Figure 5.1. The overall outage probability as a function of ratio of CP length to the symbol length for skewness $\tau = 2.6$ and effective intensity $\lambda_{\text{eff}} = 3 \times 10^3$.

Figure 5.2. The overall outage probability as a function of the effective intensity $\lambda_{\text{eff}}$ for skewness $\tau = 2.6$, and relative CP length 7%.
Figure 5.3. The overall outage probability as a function of ratio of CP length to the symbol length for skewness $\tau = 0.6$ and effective intensity $\lambda_{\text{eff}} = 4 \times 10^{3}$.

between Interference-Ignoring policies especially for short CPs. As the CP length increases, the performance gap between PCM–IA, and TB policies grows. Note that the TB policies develop an error floor despite increasing CP length. Overall, these results portray that the effect of ICI/IBI has to be considered in optimization and show the merit of PCM–IA when designing an optimal cache policy. Interestingly, the TB–II policy is more robust against interference than the PCM–II policy, when CP is short and the interference is accordingly strong.

Figure 5.2 shows the overall outage probability as a function of the effective cache intensity $\lambda_{\text{eff}}$ for skewness $\tau = 2.6$ and normal CP length $T_{\text{cp}} = 4.7\mu$s, corresponding to the CP-length ratio 7%. The PCM–IA method outperforms the TB policies. This is expected, since with PCM–IA, resources are optimally allocated, in contrast to equal allocation in the TB policies. For high cache intensities, the Interference-Ignoring solution PCM–II becomes unstable, and exhibits cross-over to an interference limited regime.

Figure 5.3 shows the outage probability results for skewness $\tau = 0.6$ and effective intensity $\lambda_{\text{eff}} = 4 \times 10^{3}$. As more caching is needed with a smaller skewness, a larger value of effective intensity is used as compared to Figure 5.1. We again find that the Interference-Ignoring solutions are less reliable than Interference-Aware policies. As the CP length increases, the reliability of TB–II considerably decreases and becomes saturated.

Overall, with the considered OFDM parametrizations and network densities, the effect of ICI/IBI has a considerable role for higher caching
intensities $\lambda$. This can be understood as follows: If there is no ICI/IBI, the statistics of SINR experienced by UEs improve indefinitely with caching densification. As a consequence, with increasing $\lambda$ one can reduce the outage of the cached files, or use less resources per file, and cache more files; both methods reduce the overall outage. When there is ICI/IBI, the network becomes interference limited; the statistics of SINR become asymptotically independent of $\lambda$. As a consequence, an outage floor develops asymptotically in $\lambda$. In the plots, we see these floors starting to have an effect.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we considered OMPMC caching in OFDM cellular networks. The optimal cache placement policy with ICI and IBI was obtained by formulating a time-varying optimization problem. The outage probability was analyzed based on stochastic geometry analysis. A prediction-correction method was devised to find the optimal cache policy considering ICI and IBI. We found that taking the ICI/IBI into account in cache placement and delivery optimization provides systematically better results than neglecting it.
6. Hybrid Cache-enabled Traffic Offloading with Single-point Unic peace

The optimal probabilistic cache policy for the OMPMC network was studied in the previous chapters. In this chapter, following publication P-III, a hybrid delivery scheme, comprising the OMPMC and SPUC components, is considered and an optimal cache policy is accordingly designed. For the hybrid scheme, the traffic is offloaded from the SPUC component using network-wide OMPMC transmission. In order for these two components to cooperate in content delivery, the files are classified into two sets. The most popular files are cached at the BSs using a probabilistic approach and are served by OMPMC, as explained in Chapters 3.3 and 3.5. The remaining files are fetched from the core network on demand and served by SPUC. An optimal hybrid scheme is then analyzed, based on resource allocation between OMPMC and multi-antenna SPUC components.

In Section 6.1, we explain the structure of the hybrid caching scheme. A closed-form expression is derived in Section 6.2 for the total outage probability of the hybrid scheme using stochastic geometry. Section 6.3 is devoted to formulating a constrained optimization problem to design the cache policy. The optimal solution is obtained by finding optimal cache placement, bandwidth allocation, and file classification index. We exploit the prediction-correction method, explained in Chapter 2.2, to find the optimal solution. In Section 6.4, we show the simulation results for the performance of the optimal caching using the hybrid scheme.

6.1 Hybrid Delivery Scheme

In this chapter, we consider the same model for the cellular network and BSs as discussed in Chapters 3.2 and 3.3. However, the cache-implemented BSs are also equipped with $L$ antennas. We establish a hybrid delivery scheme based on a combination of OMPMC and SPUC components over the BSs to fulfill UE requests. These components utilize network-wide disjoint resources for file transmission, $W^{MM}$ for the OMPMC component and $W^{SU}$ for the SPUC one. For the hybrid scheme, we classify the files
into two sets, the popular set $\mathcal{F}_1$ and the unpopular set $\mathcal{F}_2$. The popular set $\mathcal{F}_1$ is broadcasted by the OMPMC component as discussed in Chapter 3.5, and the unpopular set $\mathcal{F}_2$ is served by the multi-antenna on-demand SPUC component. The SPUC operates as a conventional cellular network [21, 40, 67, 70, 71, 73]. The requesting UEs are served by their nearest BSs, and the requested file is fetched from the core network and unicast towards the requesting UE.

The overall outage probability of OMPMC service has been investigated in Chapters 4. In the next section, we investigate the outage probability of SPUC service and hybrid scheme.

### 6.2 Hybrid Outage Probability

We first analyze the SINR of the SPUC scheme. The BSs constitute a Voronoi tessellation with different cells [19]. The size of a Voronoi cell $A$ is based on a gamma distribution that depends on the BSs intensity $\lambda$. The BS of each Voronoi cell responds to $U$ UEs, where $U$ follows a Poisson distribution, which depends on the cell size $A$ and the UE intensity $\lambda_{UE}$ [17, 76]. We apply zero-forcing beamforming in each Voronoi cell to respond to these $U$ UEs. Consequently, the SINR for requesting UE $k$, in a Voronoi cell, is expressed as:

$$\gamma_{SU}^k = \frac{g_{0,k} \|x_0 - r_k\|^{-\beta}}{1/\gamma_{tx} + \sum_{j \in \Phi/0} g_{j,k} \|x_j - r_k\|^{-\beta}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

where $g_{0,k}$ is the effective channel gain between nearest BS and UE $k$, constructed from the channel vector and the beamforming vector. The location of the BS nearest to UE $k$ is $x_0$, the set $\Phi/0$ represents all BSs except the nearest BS, and $g_{j,k}$ is the effective channel gain from BS $j$ to UE $k$. In each cell, if $L \leq U$, all UEs are served by the nearest BS, otherwise, it randomly selects $L$ UEs to respond. Consequently, we have $g_{0,k} \sim \Gamma(\max(L - U + 1, 1), 1)$ and $g_{j,k} \sim \Gamma(\min(L, U), 1)$ [19, 34], where $\Gamma(a, b)$ is the gamma distribution with shape $a$ and scale $b$.

We now analyze the outage probability of the SPUC component. If $L \geq U$ the outage probability for UE $k$ served by SPUC is expressed as:

$$E_{U,A} \left\{ \Pr(W_{SU} \log(1 + \gamma_{SU}^k) \leq 1) \right\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

where $E_X(\cdot)$ indicates the expected value with respect to $X$. However, if $L < U$ some UEs in the cell are in outage. Therefore, a specific UE is served by its nearest BS with the probability $P_U = \min(\frac{L}{U}, 1)$. Overall, the outage probability for this scheme becomes:

$$O_{SU}^k = E_{U,A} \left\{ (1 - P_U) + P_U \Pr(W_{SU} \log(1 + \gamma_{SU}^k) \leq 1) \right\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)
Based on the Slivnyak-Mecke theorem [8], we can analyze the outage probability of SPUC service, for a UE located at the origin. As such, we set \( r_0 = 0, \ g_j = g_{j_0}, \) and \( \theta^\text{SU}_0 = \theta^\text{SU}. \) For the SPUC scheme applying zero-forcing beamforming with bandwidth \( W^\text{SU} \) serving a set of files \( \mathcal{F}_2, \) with BSs equipped with \( L \) antennas and distributed according to a PPP with intensity \( \lambda, \) and UEs distributed according to another PPP with intensity \( \lambda_{\text{UE}}, \) in an environment with path-loss exponent \( \beta = 4, \) the overall outage probability for the interference-limited case is:

\[
O^\text{SU}(W^\text{SU}) = c(\kappa, \rho) \sum_{u=1}^{\infty} \frac{\Gamma^\text{SU}(L, u, \eta^\text{SU})}{B(u, \kappa - 1)} \left( \frac{1}{1 + \kappa \rho} \right)^{u-1},
\]

where \( \kappa = 3.575, \ \rho = \frac{\lambda}{\lambda_{\text{UE}} \sum_{n \in \mathcal{F}_2} f_n}, \ c(\kappa, \rho) = \frac{\kappa}{\kappa + 1/\rho}, \ \eta^\text{SU} = 2^{1/W^\text{SU}} - 1, \)

\( B(\cdot, \cdot) \) is the beta function defined as:

\[
B(n, m) = \int_0^1 t^{n-1}(1-t)^{m-1} dt,
\]

\[
\Gamma^\text{SU}(L, u, \eta^\text{SU}) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \sum_{l=1}^{L-u+1} \frac{(-1)^{l+1}(L-u+1)}{l} F_1(-1/2, u, 1/2, -\eta^\text{SU}_l), & \text{for } u \leq L, \\
1 - \frac{P_u}{2F_1(-1/2, L, 1/2, -\eta^\text{SU})}, & \text{for } u > L
\end{cases}
\]

and \( 2F_1(\cdot, \cdot, \cdot, \cdot) \) is the Gaussian hypergeometric function defined as

\[
2F_1(a, b, c, z) = \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(a)_n (b)_n}{(c)_n} \frac{z^n}{n!}
\]

where the coefficients are determined in terms of the Pochhammer symbols

\[
(a)_n = \begin{cases} 
1 & n = 0 \\
(a+1)\cdots(a+n-1) & n > 0
\end{cases}
\]

For more details, see Publication P-III.

Having analyzed the outage probability of the SPUC component, we can now formulate the outage probability of the proposed hybrid scheme. The hybrid outage probability is the probability that a typical UE under service of the hybrid scheme is in outage. This gives an overall system performance that can be used to optimize the hybrid cache delivery. This is expressed as:

\[
\theta^\text{Hyb}(W^\text{SU}, W^\text{MM}, w, q) = \sum_{n \in \mathcal{F}_1} f_n \theta^\text{MM}_n(W^\text{MM}, w_n, q_n) + \sum_{n \in \mathcal{F}_2} f_n \theta^\text{SU}(W^\text{SU});
\]

where \( \theta^\text{MM}_n(W^\text{MM}, w_n, q_n) \) is the OMPMC outage probability for file \( n \) with service bandwidth consumption \( W^\text{MM}, \) and file-specific resource allocation.
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$w_n$ and cache placement probability $q_n$. Complying with the constraint of total bandwidth consumption, we have: $\sum_{n \in \mathcal{F}} w_n = W^{MM}$. According to Chapter 4, for path-loss exponent $\beta = 4$, we get:

$$O_{MM}^n(W^{MM}, w_n, q_n) = \text{erfc}\left(\frac{\pi^2 \lambda}{4 \sqrt{\eta_n}}\right), \quad (6.6)$$

where $\eta_n = 2^{1/(W^{MM} w_n)} - 1$.

### 6.3 Optimal Hybrid Cache Policy

We consider a classifier index $v$ to classify the files into two sets: $\mathcal{F}_1 = \{1, \ldots, v\}$ and $\mathcal{F}_2 = \{v + 1, \ldots, N\}$. As declared, the sets $\mathcal{F}_1$ and $\mathcal{F}_2$ are served by OMPMC and SPUC, respectively. Based on the hybrid outage probability being expressed in (6.5), we thus formulate a joint constrained optimization problem. Optimization is over the classifier index $v$, the network-wide disjoint resources of the hybrid scheme, $W^{SU}$ and $W^{MM}$, as well as over the resource allocation and the cache placement probability of the OMPMC, i.e., $\{w_n\}_{n \in \mathcal{F}_1}$ and $\{q_n\}_{n \in \mathcal{F}_1}$. The cache policy optimization problem then is:

$$\left(P_4\right): \min_{W^{SU}, W^{MM}, q, w, v} O_{\text{tot}}(W^{SU}, W^{MM}, q, w, v),$$

s.t.\begin{align*}
\sum_{n=1}^v q_n &= M, \quad \sum_{n=1}^v w_n = 1, \\
0 \leq w_n &\leq 1, \quad 0 \leq q_n \leq 1, \\
W^{MM} + W^{SU} &= W^{\text{tot}}, \\
v &\in \{0, \ldots, N\}. \quad (6.7)
\end{align*}

Problem $P_4$ is non-convex, in general. To find the solution, we use the Homotopy Continuation approach, discussed in Chapter 2.2, and a line search for $v$. As such, we formulate a parametric optimization problem exactly as $P_4$ but with $\theta$-parameterized file popularity $a_n(\theta)$ replacing $f_n$. We denote this parametric optimization problem with $P_4(\theta)$. For $a_n(\theta)$, we need to have: $\lim_{\theta \to 0} a_n(\theta) = \frac{1}{N}$ and $\lim_{\theta \to \tau} a_n(\theta) = f_n$, where $\tau$ is the skewness of popularity distribution. The following ODEs related to $P_4$ can be derived:

$$A(\theta) \frac{d}{d\theta} \begin{pmatrix} q \\ w \\ W^{MM} \\ \lambda_1 \\ \lambda_2 \end{pmatrix} = -b(\theta) \quad (6.8)$$
where $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are the Lagrange multiplier,

$$A(\theta) = \begin{bmatrix}
[a_n(\theta)D_{q_n}^2\Theta_n^{MM}\delta_{nm}]_{n,m} & [a_n(\theta)D_{w_n,\omega_n}\Theta_n^{MM}\delta_{nm}]_{n,m} & [a_n(\theta)D_{w_n,\omega_n,\omega_n}^{MM}\Theta_n^{MM}]_{n,m} & \vdots & [a_n(\theta)D_{\omega_n,\omega_n}^{MM}\Theta_n^{MM}]_{n,m} \\
[a_n(\theta)D_{q_n}\omega_n\Theta_n^{MM}\delta_{nm}]_{n,m} & [a_n(\theta)D_{w_n}\omega_n\Theta_n^{MM}\delta_{nm}]_{n,m} & [a_n(\theta)D_{w_n,\omega_n,\omega_n}^{MM}\Theta_n^{MM}]_{n,m} & \vdots & [a_n(\theta)D_{\omega_n,\omega_n}^{MM}\Theta_n^{MM}]_{n,m} \\
[a_n(\theta)D_{q_n,\omega_n,\omega_n}^{MM}\Theta_n^{MM}]_{n,m} & [a_n(\theta)D_{w_n,\omega_n,\omega_n}^{MM}\Theta_n^{MM}]_{n,m} & \sum_{n\in F_1} a_n(\theta)D_{w_n,\omega_n,\omega_n}^{MM}\Theta_n^{MM} & \vdots & \sum_{n\in F_2} a_n(\theta)D_{\omega_n,\omega_n}^{MM}\Theta_n^{MM} \\
1^\top & 0^\top & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0^\top & 1^\top & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
$$

$n, m \in F_1$, $[a_{nm}]_{n,m}$ shows a matrix whose $n$-th row and $m$-th column is $a_{nm}$, $[a_n]_n$ is a column vector with $n$-th component being $a_n$, and

$$b(\theta) = \begin{cases}
\sum_{n\in F_1} a_n(\theta)D_{w_n,\omega_n,\omega_n}^{MM}\Theta_n^{MM} - \sum_{n\in F_2} a_n(\theta)D_{\omega_n,\omega_n}^{MM}\Theta_n^{MM} \\
0 \\
0
\end{cases}
$$

To solve these ODEs, we need an initial condition for which we use the solution of $P_4(\theta)$ with $\theta = 0$, when the popularity is flat. This problem is expressed as: The optimum solution of $P_4(0)$ is $(q_n, w_n) = \left(\frac{M}{v}, \frac{1}{v}\right)$ for $n \in F_1$, where optimum value of $v$ is obtained using a line search and a Newton-based directional approach is exploited to find optimum $W^{MM}$. Therefore, by solving the ODEs (6.8) with optimal initial condition of $\theta = 0$ and the target point of $\theta = \tau$, the optimal solution of $P_4$ can be obtained. However, we apply the prediction-correction method to numerically solve these ODEs, see Chapter 2.2 for more information.

### 6.4 Simulation Results

In this section, we compare the optimal cache solution of the hybrid scheme to the conventional multi-antennas SPUC scheme [19, 42, 43] and OMPMC scheme investigated in Chapters 4 and 5.

The following scenario is considered for the benchmark: The number of files is $N = 100$, the popularity skewness is $\theta = 0.6$, the cache capacity of BSs is $M = 10$, the total bandwidth of the network is $W^{\text{tot}} = 15$ in units $\text{Hz}/\text{bits}$ and $L = [2, 4, 8]$ antennas at the BSs. The intensity of BSs is $\lambda = 10$ and intensity of UEs varies in the range $\lambda_{\text{UE}} \in [10, 100]$. We consider a reference SNR $\gamma_{1x} = 1$, which corresponds to an environment with carrier frequency equal to 2 GHz, reference distance equal to 1 km, BSs transmit
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The total outage probability as a function of the UE intensity $\lambda_{UE}$.

In Figure 6.1, the total outage probability is plotted as a function of the UE intensity $\lambda_{UE}$. The hybrid scheme outperforms other policies for all evaluated UE intensities and numbers of antennas. Notice that the OMPMC scheme is insensitive to the UE intensity and to the number of BS antennas. Although OMPMC outperforms the SPUC schemes for large UE intensities, the hybrid scheme remains superior to the OMPMC also for those intensities. As the UE intensity grows, the gap between the OMPMC and the hybrid scheme decreases. The reason is that some UEs that prefers less popular files are not served at all by the network. As the number of antennas increases, the performance gap between the hybrid and the SPUC schemes grows.

To study how the hybrid scheme allocates resources between OMPMC and SPUC, the bandwidth ratio $W_{SU}/W_{tot}$ is shown in Figure 6.2 as a function of the UE intensity $\lambda_{UE}$. As the UE intensity increases, resources are allocated to SPUC. Considering the insensitivity of OMPMC to UE intensity, the reason is that the SPUC part needs more resources to optimize the total outage probability as the number of requesting UEs grows. When the number of antennas increases, the resource reserved for the SPUC part decreases, as SPUC is then able to fulfill more UEs in each cell per resource.

We use the ratio $v/N$ of the threshold to the total number of files, to
Figure 6.2. The resource allocation ratio as a function of the UE intensity $\lambda_{UE}$.

Figure 6.3. The file classification ratio as a function of the UE intensity $\lambda_{UE}$. 
investigate how the files are classified into $\mathcal{F}_1$ and $\mathcal{F}_2$ for the hybrid scheme as a function of the UE intensity $\lambda_{\text{UE}}$. Figure 3 shows that as UE intensity increases more files are cached at the BSs and offloaded to the OMPMC component. The reason is that as the UE intensity grows, the outage probability of the SPUC component increases. As the number of antenna increases at the BSs, more UEs can be served by the SPUC component.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we considered file delivery in a cellular system based on a hybrid scheme combining caching-based multicast and on-demand unicast service. We classified the files into sets of popular and less popular ones. Files of the popular set were cached at BSs and delivered by OMPMC, simultaneously available to all users in the network who are interested in those files. The less popular set is delivered by on-demand SPUC transmissions. A closed-form expression was obtained for the total outage probability of the hybrid scheme based on stochastic geometry analysis. The cache policy was formulated based on a time-varying optimization problem and the hybrid scheme was jointly optimized based on the caching placement, resource allocation and file classification. We compared the performance of the proposed compound scheme with the SPUC and OMPMC approaches from the literature. Simulation results showed that the outage probability of the hybrid scheme outperforms other caching strategies for different user intensities and number of antennas. As a future work, the usage of a size-biased Gamma distribution, evaluating the difference with respect to the current cache solution and result comparison can be considered.
7. Dynamic Cache Policy Design using Reinforcement Learning

In the previous chapters, we studied and designed static cache policies being optimized for a time-slot operation of cellular networks. In this chapter, by contrast, we consider the dynamics of cellular networks during different time-slots, and design an optimal dynamic cache policy. This chapter is based on Publication P-IV. The probabilistic content placement and OMPMC delivery scheme, as introduced in Chapter 3.2 and 3.3, are considered for cellular networks. In addition, users may store files in their UE caches. We then consider an RL-based cache policy for cellular networks and model the dynamics of UE file preferences by a Markov process. The cache policy is designed by taking into account the user Quality of Service and the backhaul load, and using the Advantageous Actor-Critic RL framework with two neural networks.

Section 7.1 is devoted to explaining the dynamics and timing model of network operation. In Section 7.2, a dynamic cache policy is formulated based on a MDP, and is optimized using the A2C algorithm. We benchmark the performance of the proposed RL-based cache policy and compare its performance with the policies from the literature, in Section 7.3.

7.1 Timing Model of Network Operation

In this chapter, a cellular network with an associated core network is considered. BSs fetch files from the core network via error-free backhaul links. Both UEs and BSs are equipped with independent storage-limited caches that store files according to the probabilistic model described in Chapter 3.3. UEs choose files based on file preferences. If a UE chooses a file that is stored in its cache, it can directly obtain it, if it is not locally cached, the UE requests the file from the network. Based on the aggregate requests from the UEs, the network updates BS caches, and transmit the files over the air interface. The UEs and BSs are deployed based on two independent PPPs. Changes in file preferences, file requests by UEs, file fetching by BSs from the core network, and file delivery towards UEs are
modeled on a per-slot basis, with slots indexed by $t$.

### 7.1.1 File Popularity and User Requests

In each time-slot, UEs choose files from a library $\mathcal{F}$ containing $N$ files. The popularity of file $n$ at time-slot $t$ is $p_n(t) \in [0,1]$. This distribution is not assumed to be a priori known, it emerges from the aggregate UE behavior at time-slot $t$. For simulations, a Zipf distribution, described in Chapter 3.2, is used to model file popularity, $p_n(t) = n^{-\tau(t)}/\sum_{j=1}^{N} j^{-\tau(t)}$ for $j = 1,\ldots,N$, where $\tau(t)$ stands for the skewness at time-slot $t$. File popularity evolves based on a finite state Markov chain [52] with $M$ states and state set $\mathcal{Q} = \{Q_1,\ldots,Q_M\}$. The unknown transition probability matrix is denoted by $Q$.

In this work, the popularity distribution is unknown for the network, and network optimization is based on the realized requests of UEs in different time slots. The considered cache policy is thus agnostic to the file popularity model.

Caching of files at UEs is based on a probabilistic method. The UE cache probability $s_n(t)$ determines the probability that file $n$ is stored at a UE cache in time-slot $t$. We assume that the cache of each UE has maximum capacity $L_u$, i.e., $\sum_{n=1}^{N} s_n(t) \leq L_u$. A UE preferring a file only requests it from the network if the file has not been stored at its cache. Accordingly, the probability that a given UE requests a file at time-slot $t$ becomes

$$r_{\text{net}}(t) = p(t) \odot (1 - s(t)), \quad (7.1)$$

this is a vector with one entry per file, $r_{\text{net}}(t) = [r^\text{net}_1(t),\ldots,r^\text{net}_N(t)]^\top$, and $s(t) = [s_1(t),\ldots,s_N(t)]^\top$ is a vector of the UE caching probabilities, $p(t) = [p_1(t),\ldots,p_N(t)]^\top$ is a vector of file popularities, and $1$ is an $N$-dimensional vector with all elements being one. The file request probability decreases with increasing UE caching probability, and grows with increasing file popularity.

### 7.1.2 Cache Placement

Based on the probabilistic model of BSs caching, an overall cache probability vector is considered: $\rho(t) = [\rho_1(t),\ldots,\rho_N(t)]^\top$, see Chapter 3.3. Complying with the cache capacity, we have: $\sum_{n=1}^{N} \rho_n(t) \leq L_c$.

### 7.1.3 Cache Delivery

After updating the caches of BSs, files are broadcasted towards the UEs in dedicated resources $w_n(t)$, using OMPMC scheme, explained in Chapters 3.5. If the SNR associated to a file at a requesting UE is less than a threshold, the request will be in outage. The outage probability depends on the caching probability $\rho(t)$ and allocated resource $w(t)$.
The outage probability of the OMPMC network is analyzed in Chapter 4. As such, for an environment with path-loss exponent $\beta = 4$, BSs with intensity $\lambda$, file $n$ being cached with probability $\rho_n(t)$ and being allocated with bandwidth $w_n(t)$, the outage probability for this file is:

$$\mathcal{O}_n(t) = \text{erfc}\left(\frac{\pi^2 \lambda \rho_n(t)}{4 \sqrt{\eta_n(t)}}\right),$$

(7.2)

where $\eta_n(t) = \frac{1}{\gamma_{tx}} (2^{\alpha/w_n(t)} - 1)$ is the channel gain threshold being expressed in terms of a spectral efficiency threshold $\alpha$.

### 7.1.4 UE Cache Policy

The cache probability of the UEs for the next time-slot depends on the current caching probability and the outage probability. The files already cached, and the files that the UE can decode, are candidates for caching. If the number of candidate files exceeds the UE cache capacity $L_u$, the UE chooses $L_u$ files among the candidates uniformly at random. On the population level, this leads to the caching probability update equation

$$\mathbf{s}(t+1) = \mathbf{s}(t) + (1 - \mathbf{s}(t)) \odot (1 - \mathcal{O}(t)),$$

(7.3)

$$\mathbf{s}(t+1) = \min\left\{1, \frac{L_u}{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \mathbf{s}_n(t+1)}\right\} \mathbf{s}(t+1),$$

where $\mathcal{O}(t) = [\mathcal{O}_1(t), \ldots, \mathcal{O}_N(t)]^\top$.

### 7.1.5 Overall View of Network Operation

In equations (7.1)-(7.3), the problem was formulated based on probabilistic vectors $\mathbf{r}_{\text{net}}(t)$, $\mathbf{s}(t)$ and $\mathbf{\rho}(t)$ instead of vectors related to individual users and BSs. Thus, the cache policy update during time-slot $t$ consists of three consecutive phases: the request announcement, cache update and placement and the cache delivery. The interactions between UEs, BSs and the core network during time-slot $t$ are illustrated in Figure 7.1.

### 7.2 RL-based Dynamic Cache Policy

To find a dynamic optimal cache policy, we use the RL-based A2C algorithm, described in Chapter 2.3. As such, we need to define the system state and action vectors, as well as the structure of actor and critic networks should be specified. In the followings, we first set the state and action vectors, and correspondingly formulate a dynamics-aware optimization problem. Then, we specify the actor and critic networks that are used in the A2C algorithm. At the end, we present a RL-based cache policy algorithm.
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Figure 7.1. The interactions between UEs, BSs and core network for CPD policy. Phase (a): UEs requests. Phase (b): BSs fetch files from the core network and update their caches. Phase (c): OMPMC cache delivery and update of UEs caches.

7.2.1 Problem Formulation

Users request files based on their preference and cache status. Therefore, the system state vector is constituted based on the file request probability (7.1) and the UE cache probability (7.3).

\[ x(t) = [r_{\text{net}}(t)^\top, s(t)^\top]^\top. \quad (7.4) \]

The feasible set for the state vector is

\[ \mathcal{X} = \mathcal{R} \times \mathcal{S}, \quad (7.5) \]

where \( \mathcal{S} = \{s \mid s \geq 0, 1^\top s \leq L_u\} \), and \( \mathcal{R} = \{r \mid r \geq 0, 1^\top r \leq 1\} \). The network action vector is constituted by the cache probability of BSs and the allocated resources:

\[ u(t) = [\rho(t)^\top, w(t)^\top]^\top. \quad (7.6) \]

The feasible set of actions is constrained by the capacity of BS caches and the total available bandwidth:

\[ \mathcal{U} = \{(\rho, w) \mid \rho \geq 0, 1^\top \rho \leq L_c, w \in [0,1]^N, 1^\top w = 1\}. \quad (7.7) \]

In this chapter, we are interested in high QoS achieved with small backhaul load. The availability probability of preferred files at UEs is considered as a measure of QoS. For this, the probability that a requesting UE gets the file from the network is considered. Considering all files, the reward should be averaged over the file popularity. This QoS reward function is expressed in terms of the request probability (7.1) and the outage
probability (7.2) as:
\[
r_{QoS}(t) = 1 - \sum_{n=1}^{N} p_n(t) \left[ s_n(t) + (1 - s_n(t))(1 - \Theta_n(t)) \right]
\]
\[
= 1 - \sum_{n=1}^{N} r_{net}^n(t) \Theta_n(t) .
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.8)

For more details about (7.8), see Publication P-IV.

The backhaul load is related to the number of files fetched from the core network. If \( \rho_n(t) - \rho_n(t-1) \leq 0 \), no BS needs to fetch file \( n \) in time-slot \( t \), and only some BSs may have to delete the file from their cache. If \( \rho_n(t) - \rho_n(t-1) > 0 \), a corresponding fraction of BS have to fetch the file, using the backhaul network. The probability that a BS has to fetch file \( n \) is thus given by \( [\rho_n(t) - \rho_n(t-1)]_+ \), where \( [x]_+ = \frac{1}{2} (x + \text{abs}(x)) \). Hence, the aggregate backhaul reward is shaped as
\[
r_{bh}(t) = L_c - \sum_{n=1}^{N} [\rho_n(t) - \rho_n(t-1)]_+ .
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.9)

A joint optimization problem can be formulated based on the costs of backhaul and QoS as:
\[
r(t) = r_{QoS}(t) + \lambda_{bh} r_{bh}(t),
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.10)
where \( \lambda_{bh} \) regulates between user satisfaction and backhaul load. A discounted average reward starting from time-slot \( t \) till time horizon \( T \) can then be defined as:
\[
R(t) = \sum_{k=t}^{T} \gamma^{k-t} E[r(k)],
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.11)
where \( T \) is number of time-slots in the caching process and \( \gamma \in [0,1] \) is the discount factor.

We are interested in maximizing \( R(t) \) starting from any time-slot \( t \). The cache policy design is thus formulated as a constrained optimization problem:
\[
P_{RL} : \max_{\pi(:|x(t))} R(t), \ 0 \leq t \leq T
\]
\[
\text{s.t.} \begin{cases} 
\ u(k) \sim \pi(:|x(t)) \in \mathcal{U}, & \text{for } k \geq t \\
(7.1) - (7.3), (7.8) - (7.11), 
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.12)
where \( \pi(:|x(t)) \) denotes the policy distribution by which the action \( u(t) \) are generated given state \( x(t) \). The aim is thus to learn a policy \( \pi(:|x(t)) \) which maximizes \( R(t) \) starting from any time-slot \( t \).
7.2.2 Structure of Actor and Critic Networks

The actor and critic agents are designed using two separate neural networks. One hidden layer is used for the $\phi$-parameterized critic network and the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function is used for each neuron. The critic network is leveraged to criticize the actor performance by generating the Value-function, and based on the process described in Chapter 2.3.

Figure 7.2 depicts the structure of the $\theta$-parameterized actor network. It has one hidden layer with hyperbolic tangent activation functions. The output layer is acted on by a softplus function. The standard actor network of the A2C considers a Gaussian distribution to generate the action vector. However, to enforce the constraints (7.7) over the action vector, we modify the actor network and consider Dirichlet distributions to generate the action vector as:

$$
\mathbf{u}(t) \sim \begin{bmatrix} L_c \cdot \text{Dirichlet}(\rho'(t, \theta)) \\ \text{Dirichlet}(\mathbf{w}'(t, \theta)) \end{bmatrix},
$$

where $\rho'(t, \theta)$ and $\mathbf{w}'(t, \theta)$ are the outputs of the $\theta$-parameterized actor network, and Dirichlet(·) stands for the multivariate Dirichlet distribution. Considering that the elements of any random vector generated from a Dirichlet distribution lie between zero and one, and the sum of its elements equals to one, the constraints of (7.7) are implicitly enforced.

It is noteworthy that we use the procedure described in Chapter 2.3, equation (2.5) to update the critic and actor networks.

7.2.3 RL-based Cache Policy Algorithm

Algorithm 4 shows the pseudo code for the proposed RL-based cache policy based on modified A2C. In the pseudo-code, $E_{\text{max}}$ stands for the maximum number of episodes for which the training process is performed and $N_u$ is the number of time-slots after which the actor and critic networks...
Algorithm 4 The Modified A2C for Cache policy design.

1: for episode = 1 to $E_{\text{max}}$ do
2: Given the initial system state vector $\mathbf{x}(1)$, actor and critic networks parameterized with $\theta$ and $\phi$.
3: for $t = 1$ to $T$ do
4: Select an action $\mathbf{u}(t)$ following $\pi_\theta(\cdot|\mathbf{x}(t))$ and interact with the environment.
5: Critic network provides estimate of value-function $V_\phi(\mathbf{x}(t))$.
6: Observe new state $\mathbf{x}(t+1)$ and immediate reward $r(t)$.
7: Buffer $V_\phi(\mathbf{x}(t)), \mathbf{x}(t), r(t), \log(\pi_\theta(\mathbf{u}(t)|\mathbf{x}(t)))$, and $H(\pi_\theta(\mathbf{u}(t)|\mathbf{x}(t)))$.
8: Update parameters of actor and critic networks as in (2.5) every $N_u$ time-slot.
9: end for
10: end for

are updated.

7.3 Simulation Results

In this section, we compare the proposed RL-based dynamic policy to the optimal method, as well as to two cache schemes from the literature [3], namely, "Least Recently Used" (LRU) and "Least Frequently Used" (LFU) strategies. LRU policy is formulated based on tracking the most recent request and removing the least recently used file from the cache when it is full, while LFU strategy is formulated based on keeping the most frequently requested files in the cache of BSs. To find the optimal method, we use the interior-point algorithm to solve the optimization problem.

The following scenario is taken into account for the benchmark. A cellular network with cache-equipped BSs is considered. The intensity and average transmission power of BSs are $\lambda = 50$ and $\bar{p} = 1$, respectively. The UE noise power is $\sigma^2_0 = 1$ and the spectral efficiency threshold is $\alpha = 1/5$. As [57, 74], we consider a Markov process to model the preference profile. The popularity profile is thus modeled by a four-state Markov chain with transition matrix

$$Q = \begin{pmatrix}
0.9 & 0.033 & 0.033 & 0.033 \\
0.2 & 0.7 & 0.05 & 0.05 \\
0.05 & 0.05 & 0.85 & 0.05 \\
0.1 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0.7 \\
\end{pmatrix}, \quad (7.13)$$

and the corresponding state set contains Zipf distributions with skewness values $\tau = \{2, 2.5, 3, 3.5\}$. We set $N = 40$ files in the library, the capacity of BSs caches are $L_c = 6$, and the capacity of UEs caches are $L_u = 3$. The total
number of time-slots is \( T = 256 \).

For the A2C algorithm, the hyperparameters are tuned as follows. For the actor and critic networks, the number of neurons in the hidden layer is 64. We observed that increasing the number of neurons does not give better performance in terms of accumulative reward, while it needs more data for tuning the parameters of the networks. We also set \( E_{\text{max}} = 2.5 \times 10^4 \) and \( N_u = 128 \). We use \( \lambda_{bh} = 0.05 \) to regulate the cost of backhaul, \( \gamma = 0.98 \) for the discount factor and \( \beta_{\text{ent}} = 10^{-2} \) for regularization of the entropy term. The learning rates of the actor and critic networks are \( \psi = 7 \times 10^{-3} \) and \( \delta = 7 \times 10^{-3} \).

Figure 7.3 shows the training performance of the proposed dynamic policy in terms of the accumulative reward \( R_{Ac}(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{t} r(k) \), and QoS and backhaul terms of accumulative reward, i.e., \( R_{Ac,QoS}(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{t} r_{QoS}(k) \) and \( R_{Ac,bh}(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{t} r_{bh}(k) \). As this figure illustrates, the RL-based policy is trained after approximately \( 1.5 \times 10^4 \) episodes for the aforementioned cellular network parameters.

Figure 7.4 shows the comparison of test performance between RL-based policy, LRU, LFU and "Optimum" for 128 Episodes in term of the accumulative reward. As this figure shows, the performance of the RL-based policy outperforms other cache policy approaches. The "Optimum" policy slightly outperforms RL-based policy, at a considerable complexity cost.

The experimental CDF of the instantaneous QoS reward (7.8) across time-slots is plotted in Figure 7.5. This shows the statistics of QoS experienced by UEs during the network dynamics after the agent is fully trained. Note that the instantaneous QoS reward indicates the probability that a user gets the needed file. The closer it is to one, the more probable it is that users have either cached, or have successfully received their files of interest in a given slot. For the RL-based and "Optimum" policies, the CDF
is aggregated on values greater than 0.9, meaning that users are satisfied with high probability. However, for the LRU and LFU policies the CDF is distributed over a greater range meaning that in some slots the network fails to fulfil user requests.

The experimental CDF corresponding to the instantaneous backhaul reward \((7.9)\), is sketched in Figure 7.6. The smaller it is, the more costly it is to fetch the files from the core network. For the RL-based and "Optimum" policies, the CDF is concentrated near the maximum reward \(L_c = 6\), implying that in each time-slot these policies have proactively cached at BSs most files that will be requested by UEs in the next time-slot, and the network will not need to fetch many files. However, for the LRU and LFU policies, the files fail to be cached at BSs proportional to user requests which causes backhaul load for the network.

### 7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we formulated the cache policy design based on a reinforcement learning framework. We shaped a reward function aiming to optimize the user QoS and backhaul load. We utilized an A2C algorithm and neural networks to learn an optimal dynamic cache policy. Simulation results showed that the proposed RL-based method outperforms other caching approaches and at the same time its difference with the optimum method is negligible.
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Figure 7.5. Experimental CDF of the QoS reward during network dynamics.

Figure 7.6. Experimental CDF of the backhaul reward during network dynamics.
Edge caching is a promising approach to cope with the unprecedented data congestion and traffic escalation issues of mobile cellular networks. To design an optimal cache strategy, the two phases of cache placement and cache delivery should be taken into account. On the other hand, considering the model of network operation, a cache policy can be designed in a static or dynamic framework.

In the line with static framework, we focused on optimizing the cache placement and content delivery scheme. As such, we considered the orthogonal multipoint multicast transmission accompanied by a probabilistic cache placement. To control the performance of placement and delivery phases, cache probabilities and resource-allocation parameters were introduced. An expression was obtained and analyzed for the overall outage probability as a network performance. An algorithm was then devised to find the optimal cache solution, based on a formulated constrained optimization problem. Due to its computational complexity, we also devised a low-complexity algorithm by relaxation trick which enabled us to find the solution with a negligible relaxation gap. As such, the cache solution was characterized by a file popularity threshold, with files less popular not being cached nor delivered at all.

We found that using the OMPMC scheme in cache-enabled networks can promisingly improve the spectral-efficiency of the whole network, compared to a single-point transmission scheme. We further evaluated the effect of ICI and IBI on the optimal OMPMC cache policy in the cache-enabled cellular networks. We found that considering the ICI/IBI in caching optimization provides systematically better results than neglecting it. However, for a long Cyclic Prefix (CP), ICI/IBI can be neglected without degrading the performance of the cache policy. This shows that for the long CP, the cache solution being obtained with neglecting the ICI/IBI still is valid and can be considered to evaluate the performance of OMPMC scheme for the cellular networks.

Inspired by the result of the MPMC cache policy that the most popular files are only cached, a hybrid scheme based on MPMC and multi-antenna...
Conclusion and Future Work

Single-point unicast (SPUC) was considered in the context of the static caching framework. The most popular files are cached at the BSs and served by OMPMC, whereas the remaining files are fetched from the core network on demand and served by SPUC. A closed-form expression was derived for the total outage probability based on which a time-varying optimization problem was formulated to find the optimal cache solution. Based on the results, we realized that the hybrid scheme can outperform MPMC and SPUC caching strategies for different user intensities and the number of antennas. The reason can be explained as follow. The MPMC is more efficient to be exploited for the networks with considerable UEs interested in files with high popularity. The usage of MPMC for less popular files wastes the resources of the network, compared to the usage of SPUC. As such, classifying the files into low- and high-popularity files, using the multicast resources only for the high popular files, and serving the remaining files with on-demand SPUC remarkably improve network performance. This shows that incorporating OMPMC-based caching in a conventional SPUC cellular network, and operating the network following the proposed hybrid scheme is a promising content delivery approach for future wireless networks.

In the line with dynamic framework, the user requests in cellular networks was modeled based on a Markov Decision Process (MDP). The Quality-of-Service and backhaul load were considered as rewards for designing a dynamic cache strategy. As such, a constrained optimization problem was formulated with respect to a stochastic cache policy and based on an accumulative discounted reward function. We used the A2C algorithm to find the optimal cache solution. We found that the proposed RL-based cache method outperforms other dynamic caching from the literature and at the same time its difference from the optimum method is negligible.

Whether static or dynamic cache policy, the caching policies throughout this thesis are designed in a centralized framework. As such, it is of interest to study the dynamic and static cache policy design based on the distributed approaches considering the communication burden and physical-layer impairments.
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Errata

Publication I:

In Corollary 1, \( \text{erfc}\left(\frac{\pi^2 \lambda q_n}{4\sqrt{2\eta_n}}\right) \) should be replaced by \( \text{erfc}\left(\frac{\pi^2 \lambda q_n}{4\sqrt{\eta_n}}\right) \).

In Equation (12), \( \text{erfc}\left(\frac{\pi^2 \lambda_{\text{eff}} p_n}{4\sqrt{2\eta_n}}\right) \) should be replaced by \( \text{erfc}\left(\frac{\pi^2 \lambda_{\text{eff}} p_n}{4\sqrt{\eta_n}}\right) \).

In Equation (13), \( \text{erfc}\left(\frac{\pi^2 \lambda / \nu}{4\sqrt{2\eta_v}}\right) \) should be replaced by \( \text{erfc}\left(\frac{\pi^2 \lambda / \nu}{4\sqrt{\eta_v}}\right) \).